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ABSTRACT
Gillaugh, Daniel L. Phd, Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State 
Uni-versity, 2019. As-Manufactured Modeling of a Mistuned Turbine Engine Compressor 
Evaluated Against Experimental Approaches.
As-manufactured rotors behave quite differently than nominal, as-designed rotors due 
to small geometric and material property deviations in the rotor, referred to as mistuning. 
Traditional integrally bladed rotor (IBR) modeling approaches assume each blade is iden-
tical. State-of-the-art IBR dynamic response predictions can be accomplished using as-
manufactured models (AMM) generated via optical topography measurements and mesh 
morphing. As-manufactured models account for geometric deviations occurring through 
the machining process, material deviations and field wear, allowing each blade to respond 
differently. Rotor designs are intended to avoid resonance crossings throughout an engine’s 
operating range, but total avoidance is challenging. This has led to conservative designs as 
well as heavily instrumented rig and engine testing to attempt to reduce future HCF issues, 
debiting aircraft performance while increasing development costs. Therefore, it is vital 
that accurate modeling approaches predict the forced response of resonance crossings to 
capture mistuning phenomenon and to place safety instrumentation appropriately.
Safe engine operation is ensured by setting safety limits on rotor airfoil mounted strain 
gages that monitor the dynamic response of the component. Traditionally, strain gage lim-
its are generated utilizing geometry obtained from an “as-designed nominal model where 
finite element analysis is used to compute the static and modal s tresses. Predicted modal 
stresses of the cyclic analysis are used to optimize strain gage locations to ensure modal ob-
servational coverage, modal identification, and maximum vibrational stress for each mode. 
Strain gage limits are then produced for these optimal strain gage locations on the tuned 
finite element model. The described nominal geometry based process is subject to errors as-
sociated with airfoil mode shape variations caused by manufacturing deviations. This work 
develops a new process based on as-manufactured geometry measurements that obtains
iii
more accurate strain gage limits. It is shown that, due to the variability of blade-to-blade
geometry, strain gage limits can vary significantly between blades. This is demonstrated
by analyzing a mistuned IBR on a sector by sector basis. The developed approach has
the capability to more accurately place gages on responsive blades to ensure safe engine
operation during testing.
Although blade mounted strain gages are vital during rig and engine development to
ensure safe engine operation, they also enable a change in dynamics of IBRs. The mistun-
ing of a 20 bladed IBR is evaluated via analytical methods, benchtop testing, and using a
rotating compressor research facility. The resonant response of the IBR at various modes
and harmonic excitations is investigated in this work. Two AMM finite element models
(FEM) are created of a 20 bladed IBR. One FEM has no strain gages present, where the
second FEM includes strain gages on six blades. Traditionally, strain gages and lead wires
are treated as the same material property as the IBR itself. It will be shown that the in-
clusion of strain gages in AMMs using this method changes the IBRs predicted mistuning.
An alternative AMM approach is developed that changes the material properties of the fi-
nite elements attributed to the strain gages. The predicted mistuning for each AMM is
accomplished using the Fundamental Mistuning Model (FMM ID), where the predicted
mistuning will be compared to both Traveling Wave Excitation (TWE) experiments and
a rotating compressor rig. Findings show mistuning predictions of the non-strain gaged
AMM compare far better to the experiments compared to the inclusion of the strain gages
in the AMM. Additionally, altering material properties of the strain gages in the AMM
improves mistuning prediction compared to treating the strain gages as the parent IBR ma-
terial. The work herein supports the recommendations that AMM should be acquired using
clean, non-strain gaged rotors or the material properties of strain gaged elements need to
be altered to more accurately model the component. This body of work ultimately shows
the importance and ability to use AMM approaches to significantly increase the fidelity of
understanding of turbine engines from both a component and system level.
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1.1 Turbine Engine Background
The turbine engine has been the foundational means for the creation of thrust and power
for decades. It has revolutionized both the commercial and military worlds by continual
modifications and improvements to help airplanes go further and faster more efficiently.
Turbine engines consist of a combination of both stationary and rotating components. A
cross section of a typical turbine engine can be found in Figure 1.1. At its core, the turbine
engine consists of a compression, combustion, and expansion cycle. The compression
systems function is to compress incoming air to a high pressure. Fuel is then mixed with
the high pressure air in the combustor and burned to produce a high pressure, high velocity
gas. The turbine system extracts the energy from this gas to produce power. This power
is then used to drive the compressive system, to produce thrust, or to generate torque for
other applications.
Turbine engines are subject to strenuous and varying environments with high tem-
peratures, pressures, vibratory and centripetal loads imparted on each component. These
conditions must be accounted for in the challenging endeavor of designing a high perfor-
mance yet durable turbine engine. Detailed analyses must be performed to consider the
interaction of aerodynamics, thermodynamics, aeromechanics, and rotordynamics to en-
sure turbine engines are capable of withstanding thousands of hours of usage. Increased
1
Figure 1.1: Turbine Engine [1].
turbine engine efficiency and performance goals drives designs to reduce weight without
compromising durability. This increases the already challenging endeavor of designing a
turbine engine to withstand failures.
Predominant failure mechanisms in turbine engine blades consist of low cycle fatigue
(LCF), high cycle fatigue (HCF), creep, thermomechanical fatigue, environmental prob-
lems (oxidation/corrosion), foreign object damage (FOD), domestic object damage (DOD),
or a combination. LCF is caused by relatively high cyclic loads that induce plastic strain
during each cycle causing failures in 10,000 cycles or less. Conversely, HCF is caused by
relatively low cyclic loads and strains confined largely to the elastic range causing failures
in greater than 10,000 cycles. Creep can be experienced by hot section components that
encounter high temperatures with sustained loads for an extended period of time potentially
leading to excessive deflection or fracture. Thermomechanical fatigue is associated with
thermal stresses and could initiate cracks if they exceed the material yield stress. Environ-
mental problems like oxidation and corrosion can effect hot section components like airfoil
and turbine blades/stators and combustors when the hot gas reacts with the component ma-
terial. FOD/DOD occurs due to impact damage from birds, ice ingestion or from domestic
parts that become liberated during engine operation. The majority of these failure modes
occur slowly over time and can be identified using engine maintenance routines such as
2
engine overhauls and on-wing inspections. The goal of these maintenance inspections is
to identify components that fail inspection criteria and to replace or repair those compo-
nents to continue successful turbine engine operation in the aircraft. However, the failure
mode of HCF has the potential to impart cycles on components rapidly causing failures in
relatively short periods of time. HCF has been the subject of research for decades and is a
significant focus of this research.
1.2 High Cycle Fatigue
The problem of HCF in turbine engines is pervasive in that it can affect both rotating and
stationary components. As of 1996, HCF was the single largest cause of component failures
in modern military gas turbine engines, accounting for 24% of failures [2]. The substan-
tial maintenance costs associated with HCF as well as the reduced operational readiness
of aircraft led to a significant time and resource investment to better understand HCF. Im-
provements have been made to reduce occurrences; however, HCF continues to be an issue
even today. Current and future engine programs continue to push the state-of-the-art to
increase both efficiency and performance while attempting to improve durability and relia-
bility. These improvements led to integrally bladed rotors (IBR) with higher pressure ratio
fans and compressors that increase loading on each stage, increase modal density in the op-
erating range, increase mistuning, and reduce the blade damping. Each of these scenarios
could be indicators of potential HCF problems.
HCF failures can be induced by a number of potential drivers including mechanical
vibrations, airfoil flutter, acoustic fatigue, and aerodynamic excitations. Mechanically in-
duced HCF is due to rotor imbalance that has the capability to affect all aspects of the
turbine engine. Current rotordynamic design practices are instituted to avoid detrimental
critical speeds induced by rotor imbalance. These practices include built-in margin to ac-
count for modeling errors and other unknowns. Airfoil flutter is an asynchronous vibration
3
phenomenon as a result of unsteady aerodynamic forces created due to blade displacement
causing aeromechanical instability that affects blades alone. Although a significant amount
of research is yet to be done, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) advancements have
enabled the prediction of flutter and have compared well with experimental tests [3–5].
Acoustic fatigue mainly affects the combustor, nozzles, and augmentor and is not subject
to the research associated with this effort. Common sources of aerodynamic excitations
include stator vanes, support struts, inlet distortion patterns, or a combination that create
pressure perturbations that can affect blades and vanes alike, where HCF failures driven by
aerodynamic drivers is the primary subject of this research.
It is an industry standard practice to assess HCF risks in components. Three-dimensional
finite element models (FEMs) are created to predict airfoil resonances, steady and vibratory
stresses. An airfoil’s resonant frequencies are determined using the component’s geometry,
material properties, and boundary conditions. Predicted component resonances are com-
pared with integral engine order (EO) drivers using a Campbell diagram (Figure 1.2). A
Campbell diagram uses the potential EO excitations along with the predicted system modes
as a function of engine rpm to determine potential resonance crossings. Designers attempt
to evade resonance crossings throughout the engine operating range to avoid potential HCF
issues, but total avoidance of EO excitations is challenging. The introduction of low-aspect
ratio blades and their inherent high modal densities make the avoidance of resonance cross-
ings even more challenging. HCF margin is then assesed by plotting the steady stress as
a function of the vibratory stress using the modified Goodman diagram (Figure 1.3). The
modified Goodman diagram is constructed for a constant design life, typically 107 cycles.
The x-axis is the steady stress from centrifugal forces, where the y-axis is the vibratory or
alternating stress. The Goodman line is generated between the material’s endurance limit
and the ultimate strength as seen in Figure 1.3. An additional constraint can be imposed
by employing a secondary constraint connecting the material’s yield strength on the x-axis
to the material’s yield strength on the y-axis. Furthermore, an additional safety factor is
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used by utilizing the 60% Goodman line as the limiting constraint. This accounts for un-
certainties in the design process such as material properties and mistuning. A component
condition under the 60% Goodman line is determined safe from HCF for up to the num-
ber of cycles that diagram was constructed for. To properly determine if a component is
safe from HCF, the vibratory stress of that component needs to be evaluated using forced
response analyses. The potential ramifications of HCF issues in fleets compound the impor-
tance of accurate HCF predictions in turbomachinery components, specifically the largest
risk area of rotating airfoils, which is the primary focus of this research.
Figure 1.2: Example Campbell Diagram [2].
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Figure 1.3: Modified Goodman Diagram [2].
1.3 Airfoil Forced Response
Airfoil forced response is caused primarily by the interaction of unsteady aerodynamic
forces with the rotating airfoils. These aerodynamic forces produce harmonic excitation
forces on each airfoil via upstream and downstream components as well as inlet swirl and
distortion patterns. A blade resonant response occurs when the frequency of these aerody-
namic harmonic excitations coincide with the airfoil’s natural frequency, which are indi-
cated by the potential crossings in a Campbell diagram like in Figure 1.2. Forced response
analysis needs to be conducted for potential resonance crossings to determine the resonant
stress of the airfoils. The magnitude of the blade’s stress is a function of system damping
as well as modal loading. System damping is a function the material properties, mate-
rial interfaces, and aerodynamic damping. There exist two different types of rotors: blade
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inserted rotors and integrally bladed rotors (IBR). Inserted blades inherently have more
system damping due to the frictional interface between the blade and the disk. However,
IBR’s are integrally machined as one complete rotor which greatly reduces the damping
in the component, leading to a larger blade forced response if excited. The modal loading
on the airfoils are a combination between the vibrating blade inducing a motion dependent
unsteady aero load and the blade experiencing flow effects as it passes through symmetric
pressure gradients inducing a displacement independent unsteady aero load. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) is needed to perform the forcing and damping calculations, which
needs to be coupled with a structural FEM to produce an accurate HCF stress prediction.
A schematic outlining the HCF stress prediction process can be found in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: HCF Stress Prediction Outline [2].
Traditionally, the computational time and expense to perform a fluid/structure interac-
tion to predict HCF forced response makes it unfeasible to accomplish early in the design
phase. Instead, a certain level of conservatism is placed on the design to reduce the prob-
ability of HCF issues. This conservatism can limit the design window, impacting aircraft
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performance and cost. Lack of detailed understanding of HCF response early in the de-
sign phase requires heavily instrumented rig and engine demonstrations to demonstrate
durability or to discover detrimental modes. These engine/rig demonstrator rigs can be
instrumented with both strain gages and blade tip timing probes that are capable of mon-
itoring the state of stress in a component. Safety limits are set on these sensors in terms
of a strain gage limit or a deflection limit in order to ensure safe operation. Unfortunately,
if a design flaw is discovered at this stage of an engine development program, it requires
costly and time consuming changes. Therefore, improvements in both the understanding
and prediction of HCF response early in the design phase are needed to reduce engine de-
velopment and maintenance costs while potentially increasing the design window for blade
designers, leading to more efficient/reliable turbine engines. Recent advancements in com-
putational resources and modeling approaches make implementing an “HCF check” early
in the design phase an achievable goal.
1.4 Mistuning
The traditional approach for modeling IBRs for HCF predictions assumes nominal part
geometries, i.e., each blade is identical to each and every blade. An ideally cyclically
symmetric rotor would respond at only the tuned system modes that resonate at the corre-
sponding EO excitation. However, actual manufactured rotors perform quite differently due
to small differences in geometric and material characteristics of individual blades, referred
to as mistuning [6]. The machining process, material deviations, and field wear allow for
each blade to have varying properties and thus varying natural frequencies and responses
that could lead to mistuning and the confinement of vibrational energy to an individual
blade known as mode localization [7]. Figure 1.5 shows an example of mode localization.
The tuned IBR response is shown on the left in Figure 1.5 with an even distribution of
energy throughout the blades. However, the mistuned IBR response is shown on the right
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in Figure 1.5 with energy localized in a single blade region. The localization of energy in a
single blade results in increased resonant responses referred to as mistuning amplification,
potentially resulting in higher risk of HCF failure. An example of mistuning amplification
is shown in Figure 1.6, where the tuned response is represented with the dotted line, and
the individual mistuned blade responses are represented with the solid lines. It can be seen
that several blades respond with higher amplitudes than the tuned response. There exists a
need for physics-based models to predict mistuned rotor response as well as an increased
need to validate these models to operational rigs and engines. This work presents a direct
response to this need by utilizing advanced modeling techniques using as-manufactured
models to predict mistuned rotor response and validating these approaches using benchtop
experiments and compressor rigs.
Figure 1.5: Tuned and Mistuned IBR Response.
1.5 As-Manufactured Models
It has been stated that traditional approaches for modeling IBRs use nominal or tuned mod-
els where each blade is assumed to be identical. An alternative to using a tuned FEM is to
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Figure 1.6: Mistuning Amplification of a 20 Blade IBR.
use numerical modeling to create an as-manufactured FEM that accounts for geometric dif-
ferences. Significant research has been conducted on utilizing reverse engineered physics-
based models to predict responses based on coordinate measurement machine points or
optically-scanned geometry, i.e., as-manufactured models [8–10]. Using as-manufactured
models allows for the calculation of frequency mistuning patterns and forced response di-
rectly from a finite element model (FEM). As-manufactured FEMs can be created for both
newly machined components and components that have been in service undergoing degra-
dation from engine wear, allowing for IBRs to be analyzed throughout their life-cycle.
Further, it has been shown that accounting for the geometric blade-to-blade variation via as-
manufactured FEMs illustrates a large variation in sensor response and placement of safety
instrumentation, i.e., strain gages and tip timing probes [11, 12]. Hence, as-manufactured
models have the potential to be utilized for not only mistuning identification, but also higher
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fidelity sensor placement, more accurate computationally fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
for turbines and compressors [13, 14], and a suite of other possibilities, representing a
dramatic increase in knowledge for the turbine engine community. This works aims to
show the ability to use as-manufactured models to accurately predict mistuning patterns
and mistuned rotor response using a combination of as-manufactured FEMs, benchtop ex-
periments, and rotating compressor rigs.
1.6 Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation is laid out in the following manner: Chapter 2 covers a literature re-
view of reduced order models (ROM) for mistuning, as-manufactured models (AMM),
mistuning identification methods, and a review of mistuning comparison studies between
ROMs, AMMs, and experiments. The purpose of this review is to highlight the research
gap that is addressed in this document. These gaps are addressed in Chapter 3 which
focuses the research needs and contributions of this work. Chapter 4 illustrates how to
develop more accurate strain gage limits and locations using as-manufactured modeling on
a turbine engine compressor. Chapter 5 utilizes the as-manufactured models developed in
Chapter 4 to compare as-manufactured modeling of this compressor against multiple ex-
perimental approaches. Particularly, this chapter shows the importance and ability to use
as-manufactured models to help increase detailed understanding of aerospace systems and
to have the ability to have increased confidence in these models. Chapter 6 further builds
on the previous chapters’ findings to demonstrate the negative impact treating strain gages
as the parent rotor material has on mistuning predictions when developing as-manufactured
models. A modeling approach is developed to more effectively model strain gages in tur-
bomachinery applications that improves model fidelity. Lastly, Chapter 7 provides a brief
conclusion of the document.
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Literature Review
Mistuning has been studied for decades. The high cost and ramifications associated with
potential HCF failure still make it a high interest across the turbine engine community
even today. The following chapter provides a detailed literature review of the subject.
Section 2.1 provides a review of reduced order models (ROMs) used to predict mistuning
patterns and amplifications. A subset of these ROMs will be used as a tool to evaluate
mistuning using various experimental and analytical methods. This will be followed by a
discussion in Section 2.2 on as-manufactured models and how advancements in reverse-
engineering methods and mesh morphing enable a purely analytical mistuning identifi-
cation method. Next, mistuning identification methods will be discussed in Section 2.3.
These methods consist of both experimental methods as well as ROMs to use in conjunc-
tion with experimental data to determine an IBR’s mistuning. Lastly, Section 2.4 reviews
comparison studies between mistuning predictions and experimental measurements.
2.1 Reduced Order Models for Mistuning
Reduced-order modeling approaches for predicting mistuning patterns and amplifications
and the potential for HCF continue to make advancements. Thorough reviews of the subject
have been conducted by Slater, et al. [15] and Castanier and Pierre [6]. This review seeks
to provide a brief review of these works as well as introduce recent ROM advancements in
the last decade.
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2.1.1 Lumped Parameter Models
Early mistuning research began with lumped parameter models where bladed disks were
modeled as cyclic chains of spring-mass oscillators [6]. The mistuning for these models
was implemented by varying the stiffness parameter of the blades. Lumped parameter
models present a beneficial means to model mistuning trends and can be easily applied
to perform statistical investigations [16–22]. To more accurately predict the mistuning
associated with an actual rotor, finite element models present a better solution over the
basic lumped parameter models. Finite element models allow the blade and disk to be
modeled together rather than introducing a coupling parameter. A full IBR model is needed
to sufficiently capture the mistuning of a given IBR, which can lead to lengthy solve times,
especially when analyzing simulated fleets of rotors. This led to reduced order models
(ROM) generated from a parent FEM.
2.1.2 Component Mode Methods
Component mode synthesis (CMS) is one of the very first ROMs developed [23, 24] that
allows for the prediction of mistuning of a full IBR by calculating the modes of each com-
ponent individually, reducing the DOF of the system. This allows each blade and disk to
be components to obtain each individual blades natural frequency, enabling the modeling
of mistuning. Certain compatibility conditions are then used at the disk interfaces to form
a system model of the IBR. Ramifications associated with early CMS approaches [23–25]
were that they needed constraint modes, increasing the DOF of the models and making it
difficult to run computationally efficient Monte Carlo simulations. To increase the compu-
tational efficiency of these models, even lower-order models were created by Castanier, et
al. using REDUCE [26] by eliminating constraint modes. REDUCE models a single disk-
blade sector with a massless blade attached to the disk and allows for the addition of mistun-
ing by varying the stiffness parameter of the blade. After adjusting values for the nominal
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blade modal stiffness, it was shown that the REDUCE ROM was able to capture the physics
associated with the FEM. Bladh et al. was able to condense the DOF of ROMs further by
using a cyclic Craig-Bampton model followed by classical modal analysis of the full Craig-
Bampton model - Secondary modal analysis reduction technique (SMART) [27, 28]. The
authors found that SMART was very computationally inexpensive compared to the mistun-
ing projection method that performs a classical modal analysis on the full FEM and then
project each blade’s mistuning onto the cyclic system modes.
2.1.3 System Mode Methods
System mode based methods present an alternative to component based methods. Yang and
Griffin developed the subset of nominal modes (SNM) method that no longer required com-
ponent modes as in the CMS methods [29, 30]. SNM, or modal domain analysis (MDA),
treats the blade and disk as a single structure instead of components as previously dis-
cusses. The authors use nominal system modes to predict the mistuned modes using a
subset of the nominal modes, i.e. mistuned modes are a linear combination of tuned system
modes. These tuned system modes can be determined from an FEM model for each nodal
diameter to then input into the SNM model. The ROM developed works well with blade
dominant modes where most of the strain energy presides in the blade itself, and mistuning
is introduced to the ROM by changing the stiffness matrix of the blade. As the mistun-
ing of the model diminishes, SNM predictions equal the tuned FEM results. The SNM
model was able to accurately predict both mistuned frequencies/mode shapes as well as the
forced response of an academic model. Feiner and Griffin extended SNM for a single iso-
lated family of blade-dominant modes using a fundamental mistuning model (FMM) [31].
FMM is a very efficient ROM of mistuning that operates under the assumption of an iso-
lated model family, thereby reducing prediction inputs to the tuned system frequencies and
the frequency deviations of each blade. Errors from measurement variation can be reduced
by using several system modes from the same family. Moreover, mistuning amplification
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can be predicted using the predicted tuned system frequencies, sector frequency deviations,
EO driver, and an assumed damping ratio. FMM predicted good agreement for both an aca-
demic rotor as well as a more traditional rotor. It will be shown later how FMM can be used
as a mistuning identification method [32, 33]. Lim et al. formulated a method called com-
ponent mode mistuning (CMM) that uses a combination of both tuned system modes as
well as virtual blade mistuning components [34]. The authors developed two formulations:
considering large and small mistuning, where the small mistuning ROM is denoted CMM
that uses a FEM of a tuned sector and a tuned cantilevered blade. Mistuning was imple-
mented into the model via the stiffness matrix. This method was validated against both
proportional and non-proportional mistuning. The proportional mistuning case worked
well considering only a single eigenvalue mistuning pattern. The non-proportional case
when multiple blade-dominant modes are present the mistuning values were needed. Each
of the system based reduced-order models (SNM, FMM, CMM) are developed in tuned
system modal coordinates, allowing the implementation of aerodynamic coupling that will
be discussed later in this chapter.
2.1.4 Geometric Mistuning Methods
The approaches outlined thus far have made assumptions that a mistuned modal response
could be approximated using a linear summation of the tuned system modal response. Mis-
tuning was implemented into the ROMs by changing the stiffness matrix causing a uniform
shift in the blade’s frequencies or by projecting the mistuning onto tuned modes causing
non-proportional frequency mistuning. These are frequency based methods and all poten-
tial variations (geometric or material properties) only change an airfoil’s natural frequency
and therefore do not take into account changes in an airfoil’s mode shapes. Brown et
al. developed a ROM to predict geometric effects on blade-alone forced response using a
principal component analysis (PCA) approach to reduce the number of geometric parame-
ters [35]. The geometric deviations for an industrial IBR were measured using a coordinate
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measurement machine (CMM) and full FEMs of these as-measured models were devel-
oped to assess sensitivity to variations from the nominal rotor. Brown found significant
variations on frequency, and additionally found that mode shape variations accounted for
large variations in the forced response. Sinha et al. used proper orthogonal decomposition
to show that vibratory parameters of a blade can be taken from CMM data [8]. Not ac-
counting for mode shape has the potential to create significant error in predictions [35–37]
and should be accounted for using geometric reduced order modeling methods.
Sinha further refined the MDA (or SNM) model to account for geometric perturba-
tions using only important POD features as basis functions [8, 38–40]. This refined MDA
modeling method is called the modified modal domain approach (MMDA) and performed
perturbations in both the mass and stiffness matrices of blades. It was shown to accurately
predict mistuned frequencies, mistuned mode shapes, and forced response of a academic
model with geometric mistuning. Madden et al. uses a pristine-rogue-interface modal ex-
pansion (PRIME) along with a CMM extension that is capable of modeling both large and
small mistuning [41]. Baek et al. developed an extension to CMM, PRIME, and MMDA
using only sector-level calculations, providing increased computational savings [42]. The
authors predicted natural frequencies and forced response results that agreed well with an
academic blisk model.
Beck et al. developed a ROM defined as the Modal Analysis for Geometric Mistuning
Analyses (MAGMA) that eliminates the use of tuned airfoil modes and their corresponding
errors in forced response predictions [43, 44]. The authors used secondary modal analy-
sis on different submatrices of a parent Craig-Bampton CMS method with two different
approaches possible: computed interface modes of the ROM constraint DOF or computed
ancillary modes of the constraint and disk fixed-interface normal modes, where the modes
could be either tuned or mistuned. It was found that accurate approximations were possible
for both high and low responding rotors while reducing solution times compared to tradi-
tional CMS ROMs. MAGMA also showed improved accuracy for peak IBR response and
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airfoil-to-airfoil predictions compared to traditional frequency based approaches. Beck et
al. further refined this method to include a mistuned disk-blade connection and found that
including the mistuned interface did not strongly impact the forced response predictions
until large perturbations were produced [45].
2.2 As-Manufactured Models
More recently, research has been conducted on utilizing reverse engineered physics-based
models to predict responses based on coordinate measurement machine points or optically-
scanned geometry, i.e., as-manufactured models [9, 10]. Previously discussed ROMs in-
duce mistuning in IBRs by changing the mass and stiffness matrices of FEM models using
the Young’s modulus or using specified geometric features. An alternative method is to ex-
plicitly model the geometric features of specific components directly via as-manufactured
modeling. Using as-manufactured models allows for the calculation of frequency mistun-
ing patterns and forced response for engine specific parts directly from a finite element
model. As-manufactured FEMs can be created for both newly machined components and
components that have been in service undergoing degradation from engine wear, allowing
for IBRs to be analyzed and tracked throughout their life-cycle.
Schoenenborn, et al. used optical measurements to create single airfoil models with
simplified blocks at the blade/disk interface [46]. The authors generated 3-D point clouds
of an IBR using optical scanning via fringe projection. An optical measurement software
was used to separate each airfoil from the disk in a semi-automated manner. Holes in the
triangulated surface mesh are present upon completion of this procedure, which are “filled-
in” in using quasi geometric partial differential equations from the boundary points and
neighbors. The airfoil fillet is closed-in at the root of each blade, and a surface block is
extruded at the foot of each airfoil. This block does not represent the disk of the IBR.
The end procedure of this method develops airfoil FEMs that represent the actual geometry
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of the rotor to a high degree. However, it uses unstructured mesh grids that can present
analytical mistuning error. Brajlih, et al. utilized a GOM ATOS™II 3-D optical scanner
to perform uncertainty quantifications [47]. The authors performed uncertainty scans of
the ATOS™ using three different scan blocks and found scanner uncertainty to be ±1
thousandth of an inch with a 95% confidence level. Additional studies were completed to
examine the effect of spray coatings on the uncertainty of 3-D scanners. Spray coatings
are traditionally used to coat parts with high reflectivity, but results indicated that spray
coating did not have a significant influence on accuracy. Hönisch, et al. [48] also used
optical measurements with fringe projections to develop FEMs of an axial compressor and
a turbine blisk for a turbocharger. The actual development of the FEM was not discussed in
this work. Paulic, et al. utilized optical scanning to generate a point cloud of a car volume
button [49]. The author’s had to use a developer spray in order to obtain a successful scan
of the part. The commercial solid modeling code SolidWorks was used to generate a solid
model based on the surface scan of the part. Developing a model in this method provides
an approximation of the original feature, but is not necessarily an exact replica.
Cazenove, et al. [50] also used optical scanning to create a point cloud of an entire
IBR. The surface mesh of the IBR was reduced using a GOM Inspect software that sig-
nificantly reduced the size of the STL file. Features of the IBR that were left with holes
were filled using geometry representative of the IBR, where a CAD model was built from
the faceted and filled geometry. This process represents the IBR to a high fidelity with
a mapped, hexahedral, quadratic mesh to minimize analytical mistuning, but can be very
time consuming to generate a full representative as-manufactured CAD model. Schnell,
et al. [13] utilized 2-D profile cross-sections of the blades and performed a PCA-based
approach to assess manufacturing effects on aerodynamic performance. The authors also
developed 3-D CFD FEMs via optical scans of the nine bladed rotor to assess manufactur-
ing effects on performance. Additionally, Schnell, et al. developed simplified FEM simu-
lations of blade only airfoils with no disk for the nine scanned blades. Little insight was
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given to how these different as-manufactured FEMs were actually developed. Nyssen, et
al. used optical scanning to develop as-manufactured FEMs of a very simple academic
structure [51]. Stapelfeldt, et al. demonstrated that accurate flutter predictions could not be
made without including identical blade geometries [52].
Kaszynski, et al. developed an automated optical 3-D geometry measurement, mea-
surement, and analysis process for mistuned integrally bladed rotor reverse engineering [9].
The authors collected optical geometry measurements from a transonic IBR to generate a
point cloud and then a tessellated surface mesh that was then exported to a reverse engineer-
ing software. An assumption was made that the disk of the IBR was uniform to simplify the
modeling process, and the surface of each airfoil was created using blade section lines ex-
tracted using radial sections. The number of blade sections was optimized for lower order
modes in this study, but could be further refined for higher order modes. Upon completion
of the solid model creation, a structured hexahedral mesh was generated of the IBR to re-
duce analytical mistuning. This study proved repeatability of scan data within ±0.0002 in.
Replicated scans were used to demonstrate robustness of the proposed reverse engineer-
ing process. This method is referenced in literature as SABRE. Even this semi-automated
method presents a time-consuming, tedious task to develop as-manufactured FEM from
scan data.
Kaszynski, et al. developed another as-manufactured finite element mesh updating
scheme termed an intelligent mesh morphing method (MORPH) [53]. This work developed
a reverse engineering process that could be utilized on IBRs at the fleet level, instead of
strictly on an academic level. The mistuned FEMs of the IBR were created through optical
topography measurement and mesh morphing. The mesh morphing process begins with
an optical scanning system that uses structured light and high density charged coupled
devices to develop a point cloud geometry that represents the surface coordinates of the
as-manufactured IBR. From the point cloud a simple computer aided design (CAD) model
of a single, nominal sector is created and discretized into a notional, tuned FEM. The mesh
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morphing process updates the tuned FEM nodes to match the tessellated surface data via
an iterative closest point procedure. Next, the as-manufactured point cloud is aligned to the
tuned FEM via an iterative closest point procedure. The surface nodes of the FEM are then
modified to match the tessellated surface data of the point cloud. The outcome of this mesh
morphing process is a mistuned FEM that matches the actual as-manufactured geometry of
the IBR. Kaszynski, et al. further refined the MORPH algorithm by adding mesh quality
verification algorithms and experimental validations [11, 54]. A similar mesh morphing
approach was recently developed by Maywald, et al. [10]. The authors begin with a base
tuned finite element mesh and project the surface nodes onto the optically measured surface
to output a mistuned IBR mesh. The MORPH approach developed by Kaszynski, et al. is
the as-manufactured modeling method used to generate the mistuned FEMs in the research
herein.
2.3 Mistuning Identification Methods
Analyzing the mistuning of rotors requires the collection of frequency response functions
(FRF) of individual blades. Many of the aforementioned methods generate FRFs utiliz-
ing forced response analysis techniques via finite element analysis [11, 13]. Experimental
techniques are available to generate a rotor’s FRF for each blade including modal ping
testing, traveling wave excitation (TWE) experiments, and rotating compressor rigs. These
systems utilize measuring techniques using laser vibrometers, blade tip timing (BTT), and
strain gages to generate the FRFs for each individual blade. The mistuned modes and sys-
tem frequencies found in the FRFs are then inputs into ROMs to predict a rotor’s mistuning
by creating analytical models from the experimental (or analytical) results [31–33, 55].
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2.3.1 Modal Ping Testing
Modal ping testing is a common method to determine the natural frequencies of compo-
nents. It can be accomplished using a modal impact hammer or shaker, where the frequency
response can be collected using various methods such as accelerometers or laser vibrom-
eters [56, 57]. The drawback with modal ping testing and IBRs is individual blades need
to be “de-coupled” from the system to determine an individual blade’s natural frequency.
Research in the past detuned the system by using additional masses [10, 58, 59]. Each
isolated blade is excited using a miniature modal hammer, and the vibration response is
measured using a scanning laser vibrometer to obtain each blade’s natural frequencies. The
frequency deviation is obtained to determine the mistuning pattern, which is then used to
update a model by varying Young’s Modulus using the mistuning pattern. Results in [58]
show that the updated model devleloped using the modal ping testing data captured the
general mode localization effects for a particular compressor blisk. Isolating individual
blades to determine mistuning patterns provides an adequate representation for lower order
modes, but breaks down when there is a significant amount of blade-disk interaction.
2.3.2 Traveling Wave Excitation
Traveling wave excitation (TWE) is a form of experimental testing that simulates an en-
gine order environment. Traveling wave systems have been utilized by both industry and
academia to research the mistuning phenomena inherent in turbine engine IBRs [6, 60–62],
where additional research investigated IBR vibrational analysis via contact and contactless
excitation methods [63, 64]. A typical TWE configuration consists of a stationary rotor,
mounting fixture, actuators (electromagnets or acoustic speakers), and components to con-
trol the phasing and excitation levels of each actuator positioned under each blade. During
traveling wave excitation of the IBR, the frequency response of each airfoil is measured
with a scanning laser vibrometer. This enables an ease of input into FMM ID for mistuning
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prediction, allowing for a robust means of screening IBRs for mistuning using TWE.
2.3.3 Rotating Compressor Rig
Rotating compressor rigs offer the ability to represent the actual environment of IBRs.
The frequency response functions of individual blades can be measured using experimental
means such as strain gages or blade tip timing (BTT) methods. Thin film strain gages are
applied to airfoils to capture strain information without disturbing the flow field [65]; how-
ever, they potentially have the capability to alter the rotor’s mistuning [66]. Manwaring,
et al.[67] used strain gages to measure the vibratory response of a low aspect ratio tran-
sonic fan, which showed blade-to-blade variations at near resonance conditions. Kenyon,
et al. [68] investigated mistuning characteristics of a bladed rotor from a two-stage tran-
sonic compressor rig using rotor response data taken using strain gages.
A non-intrusive way to obtain a rotor’s frequency response is to utilize BTT using non-
intrusive stress measurement systems (NSMS). Unlike strain gages, BTT has the capability
to measure each blade on an IBR. Most engine and rig tests utilize both strain gages and
NSMS on rotor systems as a compliment to one another [69]. Both Heath, et al. [70] and
Kharyton, et al. [71] conducted surveys of blade tip-timing measurement techniques for
turbomachinery vibration and their advancement in the turbine engine community. NSMS
systems have the capability of detecting flutter conditions, cracked blades, mistuning, and
static shifts in blade deflections. Additionally, NSMS can be used to determine safety limits
to ensure vibration levels of components are below “safe” limits, but is mainly used as an
analysis tool to analyze blade vibration data. Besem, et al. [72, 73] utilized a multistage
compressor rig to analyze a first torsion mode blade response. Li, et al. [74, 75] used the
same multistage compressor rig to analyze force response predictions of various ROMs
for a first chordwise bending mode of the embedded compressor stages. The response
data from each blade can then be used to perform comparison studies between ROMs,
as-manufactured models and experiments.
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2.4 Comparison Studies of ROMs & As-Manufactured
Models to Experiments
Despite advancements in mistuning ROMs and as-manufactured modeling approaches,
there exists a void of studies comparing these analytical methods to real world applica-
tions such as rig and engine tests. There have been published studies comparing ROMs
such as component mistuning model (CMM) and Fundamental Mistuning Model (FMM)
ID to Traveling Wave Excitation (TWE) benchtop experiments that have shown the capa-
bility of using these models to determine mistuning in a bladed disk [31, 34, 55, 62]. Feiner
and Griffin additionally showed the ability of FMM ID to accurately predict the mistuning
pattern of an IBR under rotating conditions in a spin pit using a non-intrusive measurement
system (NSMS) [55]. Additional studies have used ROMs to predict the mistuned response
of rotating compressors in both single and multistage rigs. Petrov, et al. [76] performed
a comparative study between a FEM with computational fluid dynamic (CFD) inputs and
a wind tunnel with a full-scale rotating bladed disk and aerodynamic excitation by nozzle
guide vanes. The predicted blade responses were on the same order, but showed significant
variation between the predictions and the experiments. Besem, et al. [72, 73] conducted
a forced response analysis of a first torsion mode in a multistage compressor and found
good agreement between the analysis and the experiment for the maximum blade response,
but underpredicted the maximum blade amplitudes compared to the experiment. The most
recent study by Li, et al. [74, 75] analyzed the forced response predictions using FMM
and CMM of a first chordwise bending mode of an embedded multistage compressor. The
study found the predicted response has a high sensitivity to small deviations in the blade
frequency mistuning patterns and showed that a mistuning problem should be approached
in a probabilistic manner.
In addition, there have been several comparisons of FEMs generated using point
clouds from optical measurements. Schoenenborn, et al. [46] used optical measurements
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to create single airfoil models with simplified blocks at the blade/disk interface and com-
pared to eigenfrequencies determined from isolated modal testing. The general mistuning
trend for both a 2F and 3F mode was predicted well, but there were quantitative differ-
ences between the generated FEMs and modal tests. Hönisch, et al. [48] also used optical
measurements with fringe projections to develop FEMs of an axial compressor and a tur-
bine blisk for a turbocharger. The actual development of the FEM was not discussed and
the predicted sector frequency deviations did not compare well to experimental modal ping
testing. Cazenove, et al. [50] also used optical scanning to create a point cloud of an IBR
from which they generated a CAD model and then FEM of the blisk. Each blade was
isolated in a cantilevered analysis and compared to isolated ping testing, isolated acoustic
excitation, and shaker tests with noticeable variations in the blade frequency deviations be-
tween each comparison. Schnell, et al. [13] developed simplified FEM simulations of only
blade airfoils with no disk for nine scanned blades and found the eigenfrequency scattering
due to geometric variability was on the order of ±3 Hz. Nyssen, et al. [51] used optical
scanning to develop as-manufactured FEMs of a simple academic structure from which a
mistuning comparison utilizing a ROM developed by Lim [34] was made to experimental
electrodynamic shaker tests. Initial mistuning and mode shape comparisons did not relate
well and the Young’s modulus of the FEMs were also changed to achieve better results.
Maywald, et al. [10] utilized an as-manufactured model via mesh morphing to predict the
mistuning pattern of an IBR and successfully compared the results to an experiment that
isolated individual blades to determine the blade alone frequencies. Kaszynski, et al. [54]
showed that a full 360◦ digital twin model via mesh morphing of an IBR is sufficient in
predicting the mistuned response and validated the approach to TWE. The majority of the
discussed comparison studies of as-manufactured FEMs are related to isolated modal ping
tests or electrodynamic shaker experiments with only a single as-manufactured compari-
son to TWE experiments. The work presented here seeks to fill a void by providing ad-
ditional as-manufactured FEM comparison studies to not only isolated modal experiments
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and TWE, but also to a rotating compressor rig.
Geometric mistuning model comparison studies discussed in open literature have been
between ROMs/benchtop experiments, ROMs/compressor rigs, parametrized FEMs/com-
pressor rigs, and as-manufactured FEMs/benchtop experiments. This work will provide an
all-inclusive mistuning evaluation of an IBR comparing as-manufactured models, traveling
wave excitation, and a rotating compressor rig with inlet distortion.
2.5 Summary
This chapter discussed open literature research involving mistuning ROMs, AMMs, mis-
tuning identification methods, and a review of comparison studies between ROMs, AMMs,
and experiments. The next chapter will focus on the shortfalls addressed and identify the




Integrally bladed rotors are designed to be cyclically symmetric where each blade is iden-
tical to every other blade. However, as-manufactured rotors do not exhibit this condition
due to small geometric and material deviations in the rotor known as mistuning. The ma-
chining process, material deviations and field wear allow for each blade to have varying
properties and thus varying natural frequencies and responses. Moreover, the introduction
of IBRs have created bladed designs with high modal densities in the operating range. This
compounds the potential to excite modes when a rotor is subject to harmonic excitations
during engine operation, causing resonance and premature failure from high cycle fatigue.
Designers attempt to evade resonance crossings throughout the engine operating range to
avoid HCF issues, but total avoidance is challenging. This has led to conservative designs
as well as heavily instrumented rig and engine testing to attempt to reduce future HCF
issues, debiting aircraft performance while increasing development costs. Therefore, it is
vital that accurate modeling approaches predict the forced response of resonance crossings.
Both reduced-order modeling approaches and as-manufactured modeling approaches
for predicting mistuning patterns and amplifications and the potential for HCF continue to
make advancements. Despite these modeling advancements, there exists a void of studies
comparing these analytical methods to real world applications such as rig and engine tests.
The majority of comparison studies of as-manufactured FEMs are related to isolated modal
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ping tests or electrodynamic shaker experiments with only a single as-manufactured com-
parison to traveling wave excitation experiments (TWE). The work presented here seeks
to fill a void by providing additional as-manufactured FEM comparison studies to not only
isolated modal experiments and TWE, but also to a rotating rig.
Moreover, the prescribed nominal geometry-based processes for determining not only
airfoil stresses but also safety instrumentation (blade tip timing and strain gages) placement
and limits is subject to errors associated with airfoil mode shape variations caused by man-
ufacturing deviations. The blade-to-blade variability in an IBR can cause both frequency
and mode shape variation that affects both placement and safety limits for critical instru-
mentation to monitor potential HCF issues. The approach developed in this work develops
a process to reduce the errors associated with developing instrumentation placement and
limits by utilizing as-manufactured modeling approaches in lieu of the traditional nominal
geometry approach.
Further, researchers fail to account for instrumentation embedded in as-manufactured
models. Treating the instrumentation (strain gages and wires) as the same parent material
as the rotor itself has the potential to negatively impact mistuning and forced response pre-
dictions. A better approach to deal with instrumentation in as-manufactured models is by
changing the material properties of the instrumentation wires to more closely match real-
ity. This research quantifies the negative impact by developing a modeling strategy to more
accurately account for instrumentation using as-manufactured modeling approaches. The
developed approach is validated by improving mistuning comparisons between AMMs,
TWE, and compressor rigs.
3.2 Research Scope
The defined goal for this body of work is to show that the utilization of as-manufactured
modeling significantly increases model fidelity leading to improved mistuning evaluation
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capabilities, sensor placement and safety limits, and instrumentation modeling techniques.
These added capabilities via as-manufactured modeling are limited by the accuracy of the
optical scan of the component; therefore, high quality scans are used in this work. Further,
uncertainties are introduced when comparing these as-manufactured modeling approaches
to experimental investigations. Diligent experimental test procedures were followed to en-
sure repeatable test measurements for each analyzed mode. The research contribution asso-
ciated with this work is an enabler to advance and incorporate as-manufacturing modeling
approaches into both design and life-management systems.
3.3 Research Contribution
Chapter 4 develops a new process based on as-manufactured geometry measurements from
a high fidelity optical geometry collection system that obtains more accurate strain gage
limits. As-manufactured models are utilized to predict modal stresses and frequencies to
optimize strain gage locations to ensure modal observational coverage, modal identifica-
tion, and maximum vibrational stress for each mode. This approach thus captures both fre-
quency and mode shape variation due to geometric deviations between each blade. Strain
gage limits are then produced for these optimal strain gage locations, and it is shown that
due to the variability of blade-to-blade geometry, strain gage limits can vary significantly
between blades. This is demonstrated by analyzing a mistuned IBR on a sector-by-sector
bases. The approach developed presents a more accurate means of correctly determining
the sensor location with the capability to apply strain gages with satisfactory gage ratios on
responsive blades. More importantly, this approach has the potential to set the sensor limits
more accurately to avoid scenarios where operation occurs outside the Goodman envelope.
This ultimately shows the importance of using as-manufactured models to develop sensor
limits.
Chapter 5 provides an all-inclusive mistuning evaluation of an IBR comparing as-
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manufactured models, traveling wave excitation, isolated modal testing, and a rotating
compressor rig. A geometrically accurate FEM of a 20 bladed IBR was developed us-
ing optical scanning and mesh morphing. Experimental and analytical forced response
analyses were conducted to analyze three modes with four different drivers. Three exper-
imental methods were utilized. The first is a benchtop TWE that is operated at AFRL in
the Turbine Engine Fatigue Facility (TEFF). The second is a benchtop test that isolates the
blades experimentally and performs modal testing. The third is a rotating compressor rig at
AFRL in the Compressor Aero Research Laboratory (CARL). Analytical forced response
simulations were done using the developed as-manufactured models. Approaches were de-
veloped to post process experimental data accounting for both isolated modes as well as
heavily damped “merged” modes. Mistuning was evaluated using three separate methods:
tuned absorber factor (TAF), isolated blades to generate mistuning patterns, and using a
reduced-order model called FMM ID. It is shown that TAF shows variability between each
method providing indications TAF may not be the best approach of force amplification
predictions. Basic mistuning agreements exist when isolating blades both experimentally
and analytically exhibiting as-manufactured models are capable of representing full exper-
iments. System ID methods provide a basic agreement between both the mistuning pattern
and the mistuning amplification for all three methods analyzed. This ultimately shows the
importance and the ability to use as-manufactured models to help increase detailed under-
standing of aerospace systems and the ability to have increased confidence in these models
to determine how rotors will potentially respond during bench, rig, and engine tests. It also
illustrates the ability to use as-manufactured models to predict both the mistuning pattern
and the mistuning amplification across a broad series of modes.
Chapter 6 will build from the work developed in Chapter 5 by developing a method to
account for strain gage instrumentation in as-manufactured models. The AMMs developed
in Chapter 5 had strain gages and instrumentation wires embedded in the models. These
quantities were treated as the same material as the rotor itself (titanium). Modeling the
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instrumentation in this manner skews the mistuning predictions by adding mass/stiffness
to certain blades with instrumentation. Chapter 6 compares the results presented in Chap-
ter 5 to an as-manufactured model developed from a clean point-cloud with no strain gages
associated with the rotor. It is shown that improved mistuning predictions are developed
when no strain gages are present on the AMM; therefore, including instrumentation in the
AMM without altering material properties changes the mistuning predictions. An alterna-
tive as-manufactured modeling approach is developed that changes the material properties
of the finite elements attributed to the strain gages and instrumentation. The mistuning
predicted using various as-manufactured models are compared to both stationary and ro-
tating experimental tests, namely TWE experiments and a rotating single stage compressor
rig. Additionally, changing the material properties of the strain gages to more accurately
represent the instrumentation itself produces a better mistuning prediction of the IBR. An
additional comparative study is conducted using TWE of an IBR before and after strain
gage application using a soft epoxy resin bonding. The mistuning pattern and mistuning
amplification of three different modes (1st bend, 2nd bend, and 1st torsion) are analyzed
across multiple engine order excitations. Findings show that the soft epoxy mounted strain
gages have the possibility to change the mistuning of an IBR and should be accounted for
during development. Therefore, the generation of as-manufactured models using optical
scanning should be acquired using a clean, non-strain gaged rotor, and in the case where
this is not possible, the finite elements associated with the strain gages and resin need to be
modeled using more accurate material properties.
3.4 Summary
Specific contributions of the research are as follows:
Major Contribution 1 Developed a new approach based on as-manufactured FEMs
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to create more accurate strain gage limits (Chapter 4)
Minor Contribution 1.1 Performed detailed investigation of mistuned strain
gage limit variation compared to nominal limits
Minor Contribution 1.2 Developed approach to utilize as-manufactured FEMs
to optimally place strain gages on responsive blades
Major Contribution 2 Conducted all-inclusive mistuning evaluation of an IBR com-
paring as-manufactured models, traveling wave excitation, isolated modal test-
ing, and a rotating compressor rig (Chapter 5)
Minor Contribution 2.1 Conducted assessment of mistuning characterizations
using tuned absorber factor, experimentally isolated blades, and using ROMs
Minor Contribution 2.2 Developed a method to isolate IBR blades for traveling
wave excitation experiments
Minor Contribution 2.3 Developed as-manufactured model of rotor simulating
the TWE environment
Minor Contribution 2.4 Developed as-manufactured model of rotor simulating
rotating rig environment
Major Contribution 3 Performed detailed investigation into the inclusion of instru-
mentation wires in an as-manufactured FEM on the mistuning prediction of a
transonic compressor (Chapter 6)
Minor Contribution 3.1 Developed and investigated as-manufactured model of
rotor without strain gages
Minor Contribution 3.2 Developed and investigated as-manufactured model of
rotor with strain gages
Minor Contribution 3.3 Developed modeling approach to account for strain
gages in as-manufactured model
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Minor Contribution 3.4 Conducted detailed investigation of strain gage effect
on mistuning using traveling wave excitation experiment
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Accurate Strain Gage Limits Through
Geometry Mistuning Modeling
Safe engine operation is ensured by setting safety limits on rotor airfoil mounted strain
gages that monitor the dynamic response of the component. Traditionally, strain gage lim-
its are generated utilizing geometry obtained from an as-designed nominal model where
finite element analysis is used to compute the static and modal stresses. Predicted modal
stresses of the cyclic analysis are used to optimize strain gage locations to ensure modal ob-
servational coverage, modal identification, and maximum vibrational stress for each mode.
Strain gage limits are then produced for these optimal strain gage locations on the tuned
finite element model. This described nominal geometry based process is subject to errors
associated with airfoil mode shape variations caused by manufacturing deviations. This pa-
per develops a new process based on as-manufactured geometry measurements from a high
fidelity optical geometry collection system that obtains more accurate strain gage limits. It
will be shown that, due to the variability of blade-to-blade geometry, strain gage limits can
vary significantly between blades. This will be demonstrated by analyzing a mistuned IBR
on a sector by sector basis. The approach utilized in this paper has the capability to more
accurately place gages on responsive blades to ensure safe engine operation during testing.
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4.1 Introduction
Turbine engines are comprised of a series of bladed rotors subject to both integral and non-
integral vibrations during operation. Common sources driving these vibrations correspond
to aerodynamic excitations such as stator vanes, support struts, inlet distortion patterns, or a
combination. The potential exists to excite the bladed rotor’s natural frequencies when sub-
ject to these harmonic excitations, causing resonance and premature failure from high cycle
fatigue(HCF) [77]. The issue of HCF is not only very difficult to predict, but it is also one of
the costliest, making it of vital importance to the gas turbine engine community[2, 78, 79].
Designers attempt to avoid resonance crossings during engine operation, but total avoidance
is challenging. Finite element models (FEM) are used to predict airfoil vibratory stresses
due to the potential resonance crossings. It is still necessary to monitor the real-time vibra-
tory stress of these bladed rotors to ensure safe engine operation during testing. This can be
accomplished using the traditional approach of blade mounted strain gages by determining
the maximum component vibratory stresses using derived ratios from measurement loca-
tions to critical locations [80]. Strain gages have been the foundation for real-time health
monitoring of rig and engine testing in the turbine engine community for decades.
Finite element models (FEM) are used to determine placement and safety limits for
strain gages during engine and rig testing by estimating airfoil mode shapes and natural fre-
quencies [80–82]. Attaining strain information from the FEM corresponding to the strain
gage locations can be accomplished via a four node, planar, quadrilateral finite element that
accounts for area averaging on the surface of the component [83]. Strain gage placement
is a tradeoff between mode identification, mode visibility, data integrity, and geometry to
determine optimum locations for measurement [81]. Optimum locations for each strain
gage are necessary to limit the number of sensors applied to components while providing
complete coverage for multiple modes of vibration using a finite number of gages [84].
Commercially available software is available to optimize gage placement using multiple
objective functions: amplitude, misplacement, distance, alignment, and mode ID. The am-
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plitude objective refers to the gage ratio (εgage/εmax) of the sensor, the misplacement objec-
tive minimizes the change in sensor ratio with a user defined space, the distance objective
ensures sensors are not placed within the user specified distance, the alignment objective
aligns sensors within a specified tolerance to an element edge, and the mode ID objective
ensures sensors are placed to be able to distinguish between adjacent modes. The goal of a
successful strain gage placement is to obtain coverage for all potential system modes in the
operating range, to correctly identify which modes are excited, to determine the maximum
response of the component for each mode excited, and to obtain clean data from the sen-
sors. Completion of the strain gage placement is culminated by setting appropriate strain
gage limits for each gage to ensure safe operation during test.
The classical approach to determine strain gage limits assumes nominal part geome-
try. In the case of an integrally bladed rotor (IBR), this assumes cyclic symmetry boundary
constraints, i.e., each disk-airfoil sector on the IBR is assumed to be identical. An ideal
cyclically symmetric rotor would respond at only the tuned system modes that resonate
at the corresponding engine order (EO) excitation. However, actual manufactured rotors
perform quite differently due to small differences in the geometric and material charac-
teristics of individual blades, referred to as mistuning [6, 43]. Mistuning breaks down
the periodicity of the IBR so that an excitation at a single EO will generate a response at
multiple adjacent NDs. To account for mistuning, the geometric variation from blade-to-
blade needs to be accounted for when determining not only strain gage limits, but also the
placement of strain gages on individual blades. Researchers have shown the importance
of including the knowledge of airfoil surface geometry variations to show there impact on
mode shape variation in addition to variations in airfoil frequency to improve mistuning
predictions [35, 43]. Reduced-order modeling approaches have been developed predicting
frequency variation and forced response amplification due to mistuning [31–33, 38, 41, 85].
Probabilistic methods have been incorporated to show how mistuning can vary the forced
response across a population of IBRs, and Beck et al. [43] provides a good review. Ex-
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perimental methods using either compressor rigs or benchtop experiments have quantified
mistuning and compared to predictions [31, 34, 62, 72, 73, 76]. Each of these studies em-
phasizes the importance mistuning plays in the uncertainty of forced response analysis of
rotors. This uncertainty should be accounted for when determining instrumentation limits.
Additionally, mistuning via the application of strain gages to airfoils and the associ-
ated effect has also been investigated. Typical blade mounted strain gages consist of foil
strain gages that are embedded in an epoxy resin or high temperature strain gages embed-
ded in a ceramic cement. It has been shown that the soft epoxy resin does not strongly
affect the blade vibrational behavior, where the stiff ceramic cement does have an effect
on blade vibrational behavior [66, 86]. When monitoring the airfoil responses of fans and
high pressure compressor (HPC) stages with low temperature levels (less than 500 F), foil
strain gages with the soft epoxy resin can be used as is the case with this study where a
single stage compressor is analyzed. Hence, the application of strain gages should not have
a significant impact on the compressors vibrational behavior.
What has not been considered to date is the impact of blade-to-blade geometry varia-
tions on the mode shapes used to determine strain gage limits. The author is aware of no
published technique or algorithm that accounts for the variation in static and vibrational
stress due to mistuning to develop strain gage limits. Utilization of optical 3D geome-
try measurement, nominal model mesh morphing, and analysis processes allow for the
development of an approach to account for the static/vibrational stress variation due to
mistuning to more accurately determine strain gage limits and to optimize which blades
to instrument [9, 13]. The work herein will show that the strain gage limits based on the
nominal cyclic rotor approach can vary widely from limits generated from geometrically
mistuned rotors. This will be demonstrated using cyclic sector mistuned FEMs. Previous
work demonstrated that it is possible to analyze a mistuned IBR on a sector by sector basis
in order to extract blade mode shapes for higher-order modes that are impossible to extract
using a full model [87]. This effectively allows for the analysis of each individual mistuned
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blade as a tuned IBR with that isolated blades geometry and allows for the extraction of
higher order NDs while accounting for geometry that would not be possible using a full
mistuned IBR.
This chapter proceeds in the following manner: First, the procedure utilized for con-
ventional strain gage limits will be defined. Second, a short overview of the gage optimiza-
tion process will be covered. Then conventional strain gage limits will be generated for
an experimental rig rotor assuming a nominal, cyclically symmetric integrally bladed ro-
tor. Next, a straightforward approach to extract geometrically mistuned sector based strain
gage limits will be presented. This approach has been used in previous work by Kaszynski
and Brown to generate blade tip timing limits through geometry mistuning modeling [87].
Lastly, it will be shown how to utilize sensor limit results from a mistuned IBR to better
place strain gages. The proposed methodology can be applied to any mistuned rotor to
more accurately determine strain gage limits for the mistuned rotor using geometrically
mistuned models (GMMs).
4.2 Strain Gage Limit Generation
The process of generating limits can be one of the most time and cost intensive processes in
a development phase of a program and errors associated with this process are common due
to schedule and cost pressures [84]. This makes the development of a robust method to de-
termine strain gage limits even more vital. This process requires an accurate finite element
model (FEM) that represents the test rotors to the highest physical and numerical fidelity
possible [88]. The research associated with this effort involves an IBR, but could also be
readily applied to inserted blades. Inserted blades have inherit damping due to the interface
between the blades and the disk. However, IBRs have minimal damping and, thus, have
a strong coupling between blades that form system modes excited by EO excitations that
are typically known during the design process of turbine engines. The IBR investigated in
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this effort consists of 20 blades and upstream and downstream hardware with the capability
to generate EO drivers 1-7 and 31. A Campbell diagram uses the potential EO excitations
along with predicted system modes as a function of engine rpm to determine potential res-
onance crossings. Each potential resonance crossing illustrated on the Campbell diagram
should be monitored by strain gages during an engine or rig development program. To gen-
erate the Campbell diagram an FEM is utilized, where the traditional FEM approach is to
use cyclic symmetric models where every blade on the IBR is assumed to be the exact same
with no variations in geometry or material properties. This cyclic assumption allows for the
model to be solved for all harmonic indexes for each mode where each harmonic index cor-
responds to an EO excitation. Each EO driver will excite a specific nodal diameter (ND) on
the IBR. A Campbell diagram needs to be generated for each potential ND response since
the resonance crossing can vary between ND responses. An example Campbell diagram for
the IBR being analyzed in this research is shown in Figure 4.1. The formula to determine
the nodal diameter excited given an engine order excitation is
ND(EO) =

EO EO ≤ B
2
B − EO B
2
< EO ≤ B
(4.1)
where EO is the integer engine order excitation and B is the number rotor blades [87].
Figure 4.1 displays that strain gage limits would be produced for 1B at 2 ND, 2B and 1T at
5 ND, and M20 and M21 at 9 ND. These strain gage limits will monitor the state of stress
of the mode shapes of the blade when deflected at the maximum allowable stress, where
the modal equivalent stress contours for the subsequent modes can be found in Figure 4.2.
Strain gage limits for each strain gage ensures the rotor is operating in an acceptable
stress state for each mode, where acceptable limits are determined using the Goodman
diagram. The Goodman diagram (Figure 4.3) for a particular blade and specific mode
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Figure 4.1: Campbell Diagram (Irrelevant Modes Removed).
shows the stress cloud indicating the static and vibratory stress state for each node in the
FEM. The failure region is above the solid line, and an additional 60% Goodman line is
applied to the figure to account for uncertainties. The calculated strain gage limits are
generated using this 60% Goodman line. The static stress for a specific operating condition
is unchanged where the vibratory stress depends on the specific mode being analyzed. The
modal displacement of a blade is determined using the solution of the Eigen problem
[[K]− ω2[M ]]X = 0 (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Modal Equivalent Stress Contours.
that yields a set of eigenvalues [ω2N ] and eigenvectors [ψ] = [ψ1, ψ2, . . . ψN ] where N corre-
sponds to the DOF of that system. Each node in the FEM is subject to a static stress due to
centrifugal effects of spinning the rotor. Each node is also subject to a unscaled vibratory
stress due to the mode shape. The Goodman diagram plots the vibratory stress as a function
of the static stress, where the limiting node with maximum vibratory stress corresponding
to the 60% Goodman line can be found by
σνmax(σs)fs ≤ Ge (4.3)
Equation4.3 takes the unscaled vibratory stress σν and scales it by a factor fs so that the
maximum vibratory stress as a function of the steady stress is within the Goodman envelope
Ge. In this paper, the factor fs is called the modal scale factor, and it will be further
discussed when strain gage limits are generated for the tuned FEM.
4.3 Strain Gage Optimization
Strain gages monitor the dynamic stress at multiple locations on a set of blades and relate it
to the stresses at uninstrumented critical locations. The design and layout of the placement
of these strain gages is not a trivial matter. Proper care and appropriate procedures must
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Figure 4.3: Sample Goodman Diagram.
be taken to optimize the location/direction of each gage. The strain gages must be placed
in such a way to obtain coverage for all potential system modes in the operating range,
to correctly identify which modes are excited, to determine the maximum response of the
component for each mode excited, and to obtain clean data from the sensors. Additionally,
gages must be placed in accessible locations as some areas on components do not provide
enough access to place the gages. There are two types of sensor optimization objectives.
One potential method is to find the gage locations for the minimum number of sensors that
are capable of observation of a set of modes. This method only maximizes the strain gage
ratio, where the gage ratio for each mode of each gage is computed by simply dividing the
uniaxial stress recorded by the strain gage by the maximum vibratory stress. Another sen-
sor optimization method optimizes the location and orientation of a user-defined number
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of strain gages. This method allows various objectives to be optimized such as amplitude,
misplacement, distance, alignment, and mode ID. In many cases the number of strain gages
is limited by the data acquisition capacity of the test cell. The work presented here started
with a set number of sensors (defined by the data acquisition channel counts) and optimized
the location and orientation of eight strain gages by weighting four different objectives:
amplitude, misplacement, distance, and mode ID. The final sensor placement is a tradeoff
between the various objective functions, and it is not guaranteed that every single objec-
tive will be met. Sensor optimization is accomplished in this effort using a commercially
available software that utilizes a proprietary randomized searching algorithm that places
each sensor on the model and then checks the overall sensor design against the defined
objectives to find a high quality design[81, 89].
The amplitude objective seeks to maximize the ratio of the sensor to the maximum
value such that
rεi =
max(ε1ε2 . . . εN)
εmax
(4.4)
where N refers to the number of sensor locations, i refers to the mode being analyzed,
and εmax is the maximum possible sensor response on the part for the given mode[81]. It is
important to place sensors in responsive locations for those modes of interest. A low sensor
ratio for a particular mode means the gage will not be responsive for that mode. Every
sensor will not have an acceptable ratio for every mode since each mode has unique mode
shapes and will be responsive in different locations on the blade. The goal of the amplitude
objective is to maximize the ratio for each gage to certify that all modes are covered with
responsive strain gages with at least one redundant gage capable of measuring the same
mode.
The misplacement objective minimizes the change in sensor ratio with a user defined
space. Optimizing for misplacement helps to eliminate errors in sensor placement particu-
larly in areas of high modal deflection gradients. The user has the capability to specify x
and y tolerances (∆x and ∆y) as well as rotation tolerances (∆θ). These tolerances corre-
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spond to how far off the actual mounted strain gages can be from the intended locations.
The maximum possible mounting error is computed for each sensor location using the ith















where the composite gradient value is then computed using a weighted average that ensures







The distance objective ensures sensors are not placed within the user specified dis-
tance of another gage, where the mode ID objective ensures sensors are placed to be able to
distinguish between adjacent modes. Comparing predicted natural frequencies to measured
is not an adequate means of mode identification due to a variety of factors such as closely
spaced modes with similar frequencies and mode swapping via stress stiffening, temper-
ature, or other influences. Since vibration mode shapes form a mutually orthogonal basis
for the structure, mode shapes represent another aspect to use to optimize mode identifica-
tion. However, there are only a finite number of strain gages on the component, forming a
reduced mode shape for each mode, and since the gage locations do not form a continuum
the mode shape vectors do not retain their orthogonality[81]. Therefore, the mode identifi-
cation metric is optimal when the angle between subsequent modes (Equation (4.8)) is as
close to orthogonal as possible. This can be demonstrated by looking at the reduced mode
shape for an individual mode as
−
ϕi= {ε1ε2 . . . εNi} (4.7)
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where the angle between any two mode shape vectors is expressed as[81]
θi,j = cos







The rotor being analyzed in this study had a total of eight strain gages mounted. Three
gages were applied on the suction surface of the airfoils, where five gages were mounted
on the pressure surface of the airfoil. For the purpose of this study only seven of these
gages will be studied because the eighth gage provides coverage for modes other than those
being examined here. Placement of the strain gages were optimized to ensure coverage of
all potential system modes, mode identification, mode visibility, gage redundancy, data
integrity, and geometry, where all objectives were met in the layout of the strain gages.
The layout of the strain gages can be found in Figure 4.4. The remainder of the paper will
focus on the development of safety limits on rotor airfoil mounted strain gages based on
as-manufactured geometry measurements from a high fidelity optical geometry collection
systems that obtains more accurate strain gage limits.
Figure 4.4: Strain Gage Locations.
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4.4 Tuned Strain Gage Limit Approach
The transonic compressor analyzed throughout this paper is an IBR consisting of 20 low-
aspect ratio blades and 31 stator vanes[90]. A single sector of the disk-airfoil FEM can be
found in Figure 4.5, which consists of 95% hexahedral elements and a tetrahedral/pyrami-
dal element interface between the base of the airfoil and the disk. To simulate the com-
pressor operating enivornment, cyclic boundary conditions were used and the IBR was
constrained at the hub of the rotor. A rotational velocity of 21,233 rpm was applied to the
FEMs to account for the steady stress component followed by a pre-stressed modal anal-
ysis to calculate the vibratory stress associated with each sector FEM. The FEM analysis
results were used as inputs to perform the aforementioned strain gage optimization to meet
the specified objective functions.
Figure 4.5: Single Sector of the IBR FEM.
After the optimization of the strain gage locations, the strain gage limits can be de-
rived. The standard approach for determining strain gage limits requires the computation
of the gage ratios to the maximum vibratory stress for each mode. If a gage is less than
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a standard ratio (typically 0.30), strain gage limits are not initially set for that gage. If
the gage ratios are greater than 0.30, then they can be considered responsive strain gages.
The strain gage limits associated with the five modes identified in the Campbell diagram of
Figure 4.1 will be generated. The gage ratios for the responsive strain gages can be found
in Table 4.1 in the columns labeled Ratio. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that all five modes
of interest are well covered. This helps to ensure modal coverage if strain gages begin to
fail during engine/rig operation. The strain gage limits are generated using
σlimit = rsg × fs × σmax (4.9)
where rsg is the strain gage ratio, fs is the modal scale factor generated by scaling the max-
imum vibrational stress to the Goodman envelope, σmax is the maximum vibrational stress
on the airfoil of the sector model, and σlimit is the sensor limit of a strain gage. The limits
for the responsive strain gages were generated using Equation (4.9) and can also be found in
Table 4.1. If a strain gage were to reach this limit in practice, then some location on the air-
foil has reached or exceeded the Goodman envelope. If no limit is recorded in the table for
a specified gage/mode, then the sensor ratio did not meet the threshold gage ratio. Again,
it is important to point out that the safety limits developed in Table 4.1 were calculated
with a nominal model of the rotor geometry, and the results will be further discussed in
the following sections. The next section will define the approach that will be implemented
to compare the nominal sector strain gage limits to the individually mistuned sectors to
analyze the variation between the nominal model compared to the as-manufactured results.
Table 4.1: Nominal Sector Strain Gage Results
Gage 01 Gage 02 Gage 03 Gage 04 Gage 05 Gage 06 Gage 07
Mode ND Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi)
1B 2 0.58 11.90 − − − − − − 0.83 16.98 − − − −
2B 5 0.66 12.19 − − 0.63 11.60 − − 0.60 11.13 0.51 9.45 0.39 7.12
1T 5 − − 0.46 10.39 − − − − − − − − − −
M20 9 − − − − 0.31 8.51 0.84 23.49 − − 0.37 10.31 − −
M21 9 − − − − − − 0.36 10.00 − − 0.68 18.97 − −
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4.5 Mistuned Strain Gage Limit Approach
An alternative to using a tuned FEM to determine strain gage limits, is to use numer-
ical modeling to create an as-manufactured FEM of each airfoil-disk sector. Each as-
manufactured bladed sector FEM is referred to as a mistuned FEM. The mistuned FEMs of
the IBR were created through optical topography measurement and mesh morphing. The
mesh moprhing process begins with an optical scanning system that uses structured light
and high density charged coupled devices to develop a point cloud geometry that repre-
sents the surface coordinates of the as-manufactured IBR. The point cloud generatred for
this IBR contained 2 x 106 scan points with an average observable noise of ±0.3 thou-
sandths of an inch (significantly smaller than tuned FEM to AMM deviations)[9]. Next,
the as-manufactured point cloud is aligned to the tuned FEM via an iterative closest point
procedure. The surface nodes of the FEM are then modified to match the tessellated surface
data of the point cloud. The outcome of this mesh morphing process is a mistuned FEM
that matches the actual as-manufactured geometry of the IBR. The mesh morphing process
for this IBR is displayed in Figure 4.6, where Figure 4.6a shows the pre-mesh morphing
process where the tessellated surface data (white surface mesh) is aligned to the tuned FEM
and Figure 4.6b shows the post mesh morphing process after the surface nodes of the FEM
were aligned to match the white surface mesh. The described mesh morphing process
created 20 separate cyclically symmetric as-manufactured, mistuned FEMs matching the
actual geometry of each airfoil-disk sector. Further details of this mesh morphing process
can be found in the works of Kaszynski et al [53, 87].
Using the procedure outlined with the nominal rotor model, strain gage limits were
computed for each one of the 20 isolated blade sectors. This was accomplished by using
the same approach and assumptions as in the tuned IBR except with modified geometry.
Identical strain gage locations were utilized for each airfoil. The strain gage results for each




Figure 4.6: Mesh Morphing Process.
the responsive strain gages can be found in Table 4.2 in the columns labeled Ratio, where
the safety limits for each gage can be found in the adjacent column. The results indicate
that the small perturbations in the airfoil geometry representing the as-manufactured rotor
create a significant variation in the strain gage ratios and safety limits.
To further examine the results presented in Tables 4.1 & 4.2, lets interrogate Mode 21
(M21) using Gage 04 (G-04). Specifically, three cases will be investigated. Case 1 investi-
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gates the interpretation of the nominal analysis found in Table 4.1. The gage sensitivity and
associated gage limit for the nominal model are 0.36 and 10 ksi respectively. This essen-
tially means that the gage is anticipated to be responsive to this mode, and a limit of 10 ksi
would be set for this gage. If this limit were exceeded, then depending on the severity of the
exceedance, cycles above limit would need to be analyzed to determine remaining life as
well as other time-intensive work to accomplish to get back to test, i.e., cost and schedule
risk. Case 2 explores the scenario where the gage ratio of the mistuned sector falls below
the threshold. The gage ratio for M21, G-04 in Table 4.2 varies between 0.07-0.47. This
signifies that the G-04 gage location gage ratio falls below the threshold of 0.30 for some
blades on this rotor. Since the sensitivity of some of the blades fall below the threshold,
a gage would not want to be placed on these blades and safety limits would not be set
because it is not considered a responsive gage. So if by chance G-04 is randomly put on
one of the blades with a small gage sensitivity, the gage could be unresponsive even though
the nominal model indicates it would. This would be an inadequate use of one of the data
acquisition channels. Finally, Case 3 considers the scenario where the gage is responsive
but the safety limit is lower than nominal. The gage sensitivity and associated gage limit
for one of the responsive blades for M21, G-04 are 0.32 and 8.7 ksi. As is presented in the
nominal model (Case 1), the gage is responsive, but the safety limit for this blade is 8.7 ksi
compared to the nominal limit of 10 ksi. If G-04 were placed on this notional blade and
limits were set using the nominal limit, the actual limit for this blade could be continuously
exceeded without exceeding nominal limits. Therefore, continuous operation above the
60% Goodman envelope is possible under present day strain gage limit techniques. During
typical engine and rig demonstrations, there is a redundancy of three gages to monitor each
mode, so this does reduce the odds of encountering Case 2 or 3 above. However, gage
mortality rates provide increasing odds that one of the cases can be encountered with the
potential for catastrophic failures. Consequently, as-manufactured models are required for
assured strain gage measurement.
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Table 4.2: Mistuned Sector Strain Gage Results
Gage 01 Gage 02 Gage 03 Gage 04
Mode ND Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi)
1B 2 0.55 − 0.62 9.20 − 12.81 − − − − − −
2B 5 0.47 − 0.69 8.91 − 13.17 − − 0.49 − 0.69 8.08 − 12.96 − −
1T 5 − − 0.37 − 0.57 8.43 − 12.71 − − − −
M20 9 − − − − 0.10 − 0.39 2.57 − 10.73 0.48 − 0.89 13.08 − 25.15
M21 9 − − − − − − 0.07 − 0.47 2.07 − 13.56
(a) Strain Gages 01 − 04
Gage 05 Gage 06 Gage 07
Mode ND Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi) Ratio σ (ksi)
1B 2 0.75 − 0.89 13.63 − 17.89 − − − −
2B 5 0.42 − 0.62 8.39 − 11.91 0.41 − 0.57 6.38 − 10.44 0.17 − 0.46 3.79 − 9.34
1T 5 − − − − − −
M20 9 − − 0.10 − 0.51 2.85 − 14.76 0.08 − 0.33 2.37 − 8.94
M21 9 − − 0.60 − 0.76 16.57 − 22.59 − −
(b) Strain Gages 05 − 07
Investigating the variation in sensor ratios and limits further, the sensor limits from
Tables 4.1 & 4.2 have been combined to form Figure 4.7 to better compare the nominal
model and the mistuned isolated sectors. Figure 4.7a displays the strain gage ratio varia-
tion across each blade, where Figure 4.7b shows the strain gage limit variation across each
blade. The solid square in each figure indicates the ratio and limit assuming the tuned/nom-
inal model where every blade is treated as identical. The triangle bounds show the variation
between blades 1 through 20. The x-axis specifies the gage and the associated mode that
gage covers. There is clearly significant variation for each gage and for each mode. For
example, G06/M20 has a nominal sensor ratio above the threshold but when accounting for
the as-manufactured blades, the sensor ratio can vary well above to well below the thresh-
old. These large sensor ratio variations can play a large effect on sensor limits and also
show a need to account for this variation to maximize the strain gage response. The sensor
limit variation across each as-manufactured blade portrays substantial deviation from the
nominal limit. This allows the capability to increase or decrease limits depending on which
blade a particular sensor is placed.
It is interesting to note that there is a significantly lower variation between the max-
imum mistuned sector limit and the nominal limit compared to the minimum mistuned
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(a) STRAIN GAGE RATIO VARIATION
(b) STRAIN LIMIT VARIATION
Figure 4.7: Sensor Ratio and Limit Variations.
sector limit and the nominal limit. The nominal model utilized in this effort was compiled
by averaging each of the 20 sectors of the rotor, so this could imply the lower order modes
average/nominal model limits better represents the higher responding blades. It is clear to
see that all gages for all modes have significant limit variation between the nominal and
mistuned sector. This is true regardless of the gage ratio. Most of the gages for the higher
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order modes have a much larger variation compared to the lower order modes. Viewing the
mode shapes for these higher order modes (Figure 4.2), it can be seen that the modal ac-
tivity is localized at the tip region. A small perturbation in the geometry of a blade greatly
effects the strain gage limits of the higher order modes. The sensor limit variation is so
significant for these higher order modes because the sensor ratio for several of the blades
falls below the required threshold of 0.3. Therefore, sensor limits should not even be set
for some of these blades since they could be unresponsive. This ultimately shows the im-
portance of using as-manufactured models to develop sensor limits to reduce the risk of
catastrophic failures.
4.6 Utilizing Sensor Limits from a Mistuned IBR
It has been shown that due to the high variability of blade-to-blade geometry the strain
gage limits can vary significantly between blades. This knowledge lays the foundation to
more accurately place strain gages on responsive blades to ensure safe engine operation
during testing. There are different techniques for choosing blades for which to apply strain
gages, and different engine manufacturers and companies follow their standard work when
choosing which blades to instrument. The work presented in this paper allows for the
capability to use the as-manufactured models to place strain gages.
To investigate this more thoroughly, the sensor ratio and strain gage limits for only
Gage 06 will be examined since it provides coverage across three different modes (2nd
bend, Mode 20, and Mode 21). Figure 4.8a displays G-06 sensor ratios as a function of
blade number for each of the five modes of interest. The threshold ratio of 0.3 is also visible
in the figure, where a gage is considered responsive if it is greater than this threshold. Gage
06 clearly provides coverage for Mode 2 and Mode 21, while it also provides coverage for
Mode 20 for some of the blades. Due to the geometric variation in the blades, the sensor
ratio for Mode 20 for some of the blades falls below the required threshold, and gages
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should not be applied on these blades. One approach to more accurately place Gage 06
on this rotor is to survey the local maxima for the mode that crosses above and below the
threshold. If the local maxima of this mode (Mode 20) is above the threshold, than that
would be one possible blade to apply a strain gage. This ensures coverage for all three
modes with this single gage. Figure 4.8a shows seven potential blades (Blade 1, 5, 7, 10,
11, 15, and 19) to apply Gage 06.
To calculate sensor limits for Gage 06 going forward, Blade 19 will be picked to
apply the strain gage. Figure 4.8b presents the sensor limit for Gage 06 as a function of
blade number, where the nominal gage limit is also presented for each mode covered by
the gage. Mode 2 has a nominal limit of 9.45 ksi, where the actual limit determined using
the as-manufactured model of blade 19 specifically is 10.34 ksi, an 8.6% difference. Mode
20 has a nominal limit of 10.31 ksi with an actual limit of 14.76 ksi, a 30.1% difference.
Finally, Mode 21 has a nominal limit of 18.97 ksi with an actual limit of 18.72 ksi, a -1.3%
difference. Consequently, utilizing the isolated mistuned blade models to place strain gages
presents a more accurate means of correctly determining the sensor location. This approach
has the capability to apply strain gages with satisfactory sensor ratios on responsive blades.
More importantly, this approach has the potential to set the sensor limits more accurately
to avoid scenarios where operation occurs outside the Goodman envelope, minimizing the
possibility of catastrophic failure.
4.7 Conclusion
Strain gages are a commonly used stress measurement system to analyze the operational
stresses within engine rotors. Safe engine operation is ensured by setting safety limits on
rotor mounted strain gages to ensure the stresses on the component are at or below safe
engine operation. Traditionally, strain gage limits are generated utilized nominal geometry
obtained from an as-designed nominal model where finite element analysis (FEA) is used
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(a) SENSOR RATIO vs. BLADE NUMBER
(b) SENSOR LIMIT vs. BLADE NUMBER
Figure 4.8: Sensor Ratio and Limit Variations for Gage 06.
to compute the static stresses as well as the mode shapes. The predicted mode shapes of
the cyclic analysis are used to optimize strain gage locations to ensure modal coverage,
modal ID, and to ensure determination of maximal vibrational stress for each mode of
interest. Strain gage limits are then produced for these optimal strain gage locations on
the tuned finite element model. It is now possible through high fidelity optical geometry
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collection systems to obtain more accurate strain gage limits using measured IBR geometry
from as-manufactured rotors. It has been shown that due to the high variability of blade-
to-blade geometry obtained from an optically scanned rotor that the strain gage limits can
vary significantly between blades. This was demonstrated by analyzing a mistuned IBR
on a sector by sector basis. The approach utilized in this paper presents a more accurate
means of correctly determining the sensor location with the capability to apply strain gages
with satisfactory gage ratios on responsive blades. More importantly, this approach has
the potential to set the sensor limits more accurately to avoid scenarios where operation
occurs outside the Goodman envelope. This ultimately shows the importance of using as-
manufactured models to develop sensor limits.
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Mistuning Evaluation Comparison via
As-Manufactured Models, Traveling
Wave Excitation, and Compressor Rigs
As-manufactured rotors behave quite differently than nominal, as-designed rotors due to
small geometric and material property deviations in the rotor, referred to as mistuning. The
mistuning of a 20 bladed, integrally bladed rotor (IBR) will be evaluated via analytical
methods, benchtop testing, and using a rotating compressor research facility. Analytical
methods consist of the development of an as-manufactured model based on geometry mea-
surements from a high fidelity optical scanning system. Benchtop testing of the IBR is done
using a traveling wave excitation (TWE) system that simulates engine order excitation in
stationary bladed disks for the purpose of determining potentially high responding blades
due to mistuning. The compressor research facility utilizes blade tip timing (BTT) to mea-
sure the blade vibration of the IBR. The resonant response of the IBR at various modes and
harmonic excitations is investigated in this work. A comprehensive mistuning and force
amplification comparison between the as-manufactured model, TWE, and the compressor
rig is performed. Mistuning of each method is evaluated using three different methods.
First, the tuned absorber factor (TAF), which is a metric to determine potential high re-
sponding blades, is determined for each system. Next, mistuning is analyzed by isolating
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individual blades both experimentally on the bench and analytically to determine the mis-
tuning patterns. Lastly, the mistuning determined by each system will be evaluated using
a reduced-order model, namely the Fundamental Mistuning Model Identification (FMM
ID). It will be shown that TAF shows variability between each method providing indica-
tions TAF may not be the best approach of force amplification predictions. Basic mistuning
agreements exist when isolating blades both experimentally and analytically exhibiting as-
manufactured models are capable of representing full experiments. System ID methods
provide a basic agreement between both the mistuning pattern and the mistuning amplifi-
cation for all three methods analyzed. This ultimately shows the importance and the ability
to use as-manufactured models to help increase detailed understanding of IBRs.
5.1 Introduction
Integrally bladed rotors are designed to be nominally cyclically symmetric, i.e., each blade
is identical to every other blade. However, as-manufactured rotors do not exhibit this con-
dition due to small geometric and material deviations in the rotor known as mistuning [6].
The machining process, material deviations, and field wear allow for each blade to have
varying properties and thus varying natural frequencies and responses that could lead to the
confinement of the vibrational energy to an individual blade [7]. The potential exists to ex-
cite these natural frequencies when a rotor is subject to harmonic excitations during engine
operation, causing resonance and premature failure from high cycle fatigue [91]. HCF and
mistuning is still of interest despite being studied for decades [2, 78, 79]. Designers attempt
to evade resonance crossings throughout the engine operating range to avoid potential HCF
issues, but total avoidance of engine order (EO) excitations is challenging. Therefore, it is
vital that accurate modeling approaches predict the forced response of resonance crossings.
Reduced-order modeling (ROM) approaches for predicting mistuning patterns and
amplifications and the potential for HCF continue to make advancements. Beck et al. [36]
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provides a good overview of mistuning ROMs showing the progression and advancements
from lumped parameter models to approaches that predict and quantify forced response
distributions for a population of mistuned IBRs probabilistically. More recently research
has been conducted on utilizing reverse engineered physics-based models to predict re-
sponses based on coordinate measurement machine points or optically-scanned geome-
try, i.e., as-manufactured models [8–10]. These as-manufactured models align with vi-
sions for aircraft and engine digital twins by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
and NASA [92]. Using as-manufactured models allows for the calculation of frequency
mistuning patterns and forced response directly from a finite element model (FEM). As-
manufactured FEMs can be created for both newly machined components and components
that have been in service undergoing degradation from engine wear, allowing for IBRs to
be analyzed throughout their life-cycle. Further, it has been shown that accounting for the
geometric blade-to-blade variation via as-manufactured FEMs illustrates a large variation
in sensor response and placement of safety instrumentation, i.e., strain gages and tip tim-
ing probes [11, 12]. Hence, as-manufactured models have the potential to be utilized for
not only mistuning identification, but also higher fidelity sensor placement, more accurate
computationally fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations for turbines and compressors [13, 14],
and a suite of other possibilities, representing a dramatic increase in knowledge for the
turbine engine community.
Despite advancements in mistuning ROMs and as-manufactured modeling approaches,
there exists a void of studies comparing these analytical methods to real world applications
such as rig and engine tests. There have been published studies comparing ROMs such
as component mistuning model (CMM) and Fundamental Mistuning Model(FMM) ID to
Traveling Wave Excitation (TWE) benchtop experiments that have shown the capability
of using these models to determine mistuning in a bladed disk [31, 34, 55, 62]. Feiner
and Griffin additionally showed the ability of FMM ID to accurately predict the mistuning
pattern of an IBR under rotating conditions in a spin pit using non-intrusive measurement
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system (NSMS) [55]. Additional studies have used ROMs to predict the mistuned response
of rotating compressors in both single and multistage rigs. Petrov, et al. [76] performed
a comparative study between a FEM with computational fluid dynamic (CFD) inputs and
a wind tunnel with a full-scale rotating bladed disk and aerodynamic excitation by nozzle
guide vanes. The predicted blade responses were on the same order, but showed significant
variation between the predictions and the experiments. Besem, et al. [72, 73] conducted
a forced response analysis of a first torsion mode in a multistage compressor and found
good agreement between the analysis and the experiment for the maximum blade response,
but underpredicted the maximum blade amplitudes compared to the experiment. The most
recent study by Li, et al. [74, 75] analyzed the forced response predictions using FMM
and CMM of a first chordwise bending mode of an embedded multistage compressor. The
study found the predicted response has a high sensitivity to small deviations in the blade
frequency mistuning patterns and that a mistuning problem should be approached in a prob-
abilistic manner.
In addition, there have been several comparisons of FEMs generated using point
clouds from optical measurements. Schoenenborn, et al. [46] used optical measurements
to create single airfoil models with simplified blocks at the blade/disk interface and com-
pared to eigenfrequencies determined from isolated modal testing. The general mistuning
trend for both a 2F and 3F mode was predicted well, but there were quantitative differ-
ences between the generated FEMs and modal tests. Hönisch, et al. [48] also used optical
measurements with fringe projections to develop FEMs of an axial compressor and a tur-
bine blisk for a turbocharger. The actual development of the FEM was not discussed and
the predicted sector frequency deviations did not compare well to experimental modal ping
testing. Cazenove, et al. [50] also used optical scanning to create a point cloud of an IBR
from which they generated a CAD model and then FEM of the blisk. Each blade was
isolated in a cantilevered analysis and compared to isolated ping testing, isolated acoustic
excitation, and shaker tests with noticeable variations in the blade frequency deviations be-
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tween each comparison. Schnell, et al. [13] developed simplified FEM simulations of only
blade airfoils with no disk for nine scanned blades and found the eigenfrequency scattering
due to geometric variability was on the order of ±3 Hz. Nyssen, et al. [51] used optical
scanning to develop as-manufactured FEMs of a simple academic structure from which a
mistuning comparison utilizing a ROM developed by Lim [34] was made to experimental
electrodynamic shaker tests. Initial mistuning and mode shape comparisons did not relate
well and the Young’s modulus of the FEMs were also changed to achieve better results.
Maywald, et al. [10] utilized an as-manufactured model via mesh morphing to predict the
mistuning pattern of an IBR and successfully compared the results to an experiment that
isolated individual blades to determine the blade alone frequencies. Kaszynski, et al. [54]
showed that a full 360◦ digital twin model via mesh morphing of an IBR is sufficient in
predicting the mistuned response and validated the approach to TWE. The majority of the
discussed comparison studies of as-manufactured FEMs are related to isolated modal ping
tests or electrodynamic shaker experiments with only a single as-manufactured compari-
son to TWE experiments. The work presented here seeks to fill a void by providing ad-
ditional as-manufactured FEM comparison studies to not only isolated modal experiments
and TWE, but also to a rotating compressor rig.
Geometric mistuning model comparison studies discussed in open literature have been
between ROMs/benchtop experiments, ROMs/compressor rigs, parametrized FEMs/com-
pressor rigs, and as-manufactured FEMs/benchtop experiments. This work will provide an
all-inclusive mistuning evaluation of an IBR comparing as-manufactured models, traveling
wave excitation, and a rotating compressor rig with inlet distortion. The culmination of this
work will illustrate the ability to use as-manufactured models to predict both the mistuning
pattern and the force amplification due to mistuning for a 1st bend, 2nd bend, and 1st torsion
mode of an IBR.
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5.2 Rotor Description
The IBR being analyzed in this study has 20 low-aspect ratio rotor blades and is given the
designated name PBS (Parametric Blade Study) R4 [90]. A schematic of the compressor
stage as installed in the compressor facility can be found in Fig. 5.1. PBS R4 is subject
to aerodynamic excitations from 31 downstream stator vanes, 4 downstream struts, and an
inlet distortion screen. During compressor rig operation, downstream struts excite a 1st
bend mode with an EO4 excitation at 9123 rpm, the inlet distortion screen excites a 1st
bend mode with an EO3 excitation at 12743 rpm, and a combination of strut and distortion
screen drivers combine to produce an EO7 excitation that excite a 2nd bend mode at 14860
rpm and a 1st torsion mode at 16121 rpm. The Campbell diagram for the associated EO
excitations and specific modes of interest can be found in Fig. 5.2. Each of these modes
will be evaluated for mistuning using isolated modal testing, TWE, a compressor rig, and
using an as-manufactured model of PBS R4.
Figure 5.1: PBS R4 Stage Schematic
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Figure 5.2: PBS R4 Campbell Diagram
5.3 Experimental & Analytical Forced Response
Experimental and analytical forced response analyses were conducted to analyze each
mode: 1st bend at EO 3 and EO 4, 2nd bend at EO 7, and 1st torsion at EO 7. Two ex-
perimental methods were utilized. The first is a benchtop TWE that is operated at AFRL
in the Turbine Engine Fatigue Facility (TEFF). The second is a rotating compressor rig at
AFRL in the Compressor Aero Research Laboratory (CARL). Analytical forced response
simulations were done using developed as-manufactured models.
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5.3.1 Traveling Wave Excitation
Turbine engine rotors experience harmonic excitations driven by the interaction between
the rotating airfoils and aerodynamic disturbances from neighboring components such as
inlet guide vanes, stators, or support struts. Each airfoil experiences the same load magni-
tude but at offset phase angles that are a function of the engine order excitation[60]. Trav-
eling wave excitation systems simulates an engine order environment of the rotor[6, 61].
The TWE consists of a stationary IBR, a mounting fixture, electromagnetic actuators, a fix-
ture for the actuators, a function generator, a phase shifting amplifier, impedance matching
transformers, and a computer with control software. Since PBS R4 is non-magnetic, small
metal disks are temporarily attached to the blade excitation location. The mass of the metal
plate is very small compared to the airfoil mass. Internal investigations have shown the
metal disks cause a global shift in modal frequencies on the order of 0 − 5% depending
on the excited mode that can change mode spacing, but produce similar mistuning patterns
compared to acoustically driven TWE experiments. Fig. 5.3 displays an image of the IBR
on the TWE table with the electromagnets engaging the small metal disks on the trailing
edge of each blade. The response of each airfoil is measured with a scanning laser vi-
brometer. Traveling wave tests were conducted simulating the EO excitations experienced
by the rotor under rig conditions. The response for each blade resulting from TWE is
shown in Fig. 5.4, where each colored line in Fig. 5.4 denotes an individual blade response.
Results are evaluated for mistuning using the system identification methods discussed in
Section 5.4.
5.3.2 Compressor Aero Research Laboratory
Upon completion of TWE testing, PBS R4 was installed in the CARL facility. The facility
tests axial flow compressors with speeds up to approximately 21000 rpm. Compressors
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Figure 5.3: PBS R4 TWE Setup
are powered via a 6000 HP induction motor, an eddy current clutch for speed control, and
a gearbox to achieve test speeds. The compressor rig in Fig. 5.5 is heavily instrumented
including blade mounted strain gages and a non-contact measurement system (NSMS).
The strain gages and NSMS probes monitor each of the vibratory modes (as discussed in
Section 2) that are excited across three different EO excitations. This was accomplished
through a combination of 24 spot probes (12 leading edge probes and 12 trailing edge
probes) that were optimally located circumferentially around the single stage compressor
to measure blade time of arrival. The integral vibrations of each blade were acquired by
performing slow accelerations that traversed each mode of interest at a constant sweep rate.
Multiple sweeps (both accelerating and decelerating) through each mode were performed
to assess measurement repeatability for each response of interest. The NSMS signals were
processed using the Sine Wave Analysis Technique (SWAT) that assumes each blade is
vibrating in a sinusoidal motion as a single degree of freedom (SDOF) to provide vibration
amplitudes and frequencies for each individual blade as seen in Fig. 5.6[93]. For clarity,
Fig. 5.6 highlights the high, medium, and low responding blade with the remaining blade
responses in grayscale to show the variability. It is interesting that the higher responding
blades exhibit more of a true SDOF system response compared to the lower responding
blades that show signs of modal participation from neighboring blades contributing to a
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Figure 5.4: 1st Bend EO4 TWE Response
single blade’s response. As with the TWE response data, the rig response data from Fig. 5.6
will then be evaluated for mistuning using the system identification methods discussed in
Section 5.4.
5.3.3 As-Manufactured Modeling
Both experimental methods discussed so far require substantial setup time and manpower.
An alternative is to simulate both the TWE and the compressor rig environment through
numerical modeling. Many researchers attempt to simulate these environments by changing
parameters in FEMs to artificially insert mistuning in the system by varying properties of
the IBR itself. A more geometrically accurate approach can be taken by generating an FEM
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Figure 5.5: PBS R4 Compressor Rig
of the as-manufactured IBR using optical topography measurements and mesh morphing.
The optical topography measurement of PBS R4 used a structured light approach with a
stereoscopic camera configuration and a central light emitting diode to illuminate the part
with a fringe projection. The different fringe patterns are recorded using two 8 Mega pixel
cameras, and 3D coordinates are automatically calculated for each camera pixel based on
optical transformation equations. These systems allow for rapid acquisition of millions of
points to define geometry (i.e. point cloud) with an accuracy of ±0.0003 inches [9, 47].
From the point cloud a simple computer aided design (CAD) model of a single, nominal
sector is created and discretized into a notional, tuned FEM. The mesh morphing process
updates the tuned FEM nodes to match the tessellated surface data via an iterative closest
point procedure. The details of this process can be found in the works of Kaszynski et
al. [9]. Fig. 4.6 shows the beginning and end of the mesh morphing process on the hub of
PBS R4, where Fig. 4.6a displays the aligned tuned FEM model to the tessellated surface
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Figure 5.6: 1st Bend EO4 Rig NSMS Response
data of the point cloud denoted by the white surface mesh. The contours in Fig. 4.6 display
the deviation between the tuned FEM to the point cloud. There is clearly a discrepancy
between the as-manufactured IBR (white surface mesh) and the tuned FEM denoted by the
contours ranging from± 0.010 inches in Fig 4.6a. Upon completion of the mesh morphing
process, Fig. 4.6b shows a representative FEM of an as-manufactured IBR that is within
±0.0003 inches of the tessellated point cloud. This shows the ability to create high-fidelity
as-manufactured models via mesh morphing to aid in the increased understanding of IBRs.
The mesh morphing process created an as-manufactured model of PBS R4. The full
FEM consists of 2,279,707 nodes and 504,480 elements composed of 95% hexahedral ele-
ments with a tetrahedral/pyramidal interface between the blade platform and the remainder
of the disk. A mesh refinement study was performed to ensure the mesh was sufficiently
dense as to not impact the results. It should be noted that during optical scanning PBS R4
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was instrumented with strain gages on blades 1, 3, 4, 11, 13, and 14. The geometry associ-
ated with these strain gages and instrumentation wires is embedded in the as-manufactured
FEMs, and the material properties associated with this volume is identical to that of the
parent rotor. Therefore, artificial stiffening could potentially impact some of the compari-
son studies. The forced response of the rotor is simulated by applying modal superposition.
Each blade is excited at the trailing edge tip with a unit magnitude force, where the force
on each blade is calculated by
F (s) = FA cos[
2πC(s− 1)
N
] + jFA sin[
2πC(s− 1)
N
], s = 1, 2, ..., N (5.1)
where FA is the amplitude of the force applied, C is the EO excitation number, s denotes





Blade loading follows the phase shift formulation identified in Eq. 5.2, where the
out-of-plane displacement responses are recorded at the leading edge tip. Forced response
analyses (FRA) were conducted to excite the modes of interest (Fig. 5.7) in this study with
their respective EO drivers. The left column of Fig. 5.7 represents the tuned rotor case
where each blade is nominal geometry (cyclically symmetric sector FEM), where the right
column represents the as-manufactured or mistuned IBR (full FEM) that displays modal
confinement in a single blade. This localization of energy in a single blade has the po-
tential to create HCF issues in the field. Two separate FRAs were conducted depending
on the experimental configuration of the rotor. The FRA corresponding to the stationary
TWE experiment used FEM constraints with a free-free boundary condition. Similarly, the
FRA corresponding to the rotating compressor rig experiment used FEM fixed constraints
at the hub of the rotor with a rotational velocity matching the mode and EO driver of in-
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terest. The global damping ratio for each FEM were changed to match the environment:
one damping ratio for the stationary TWE environment and one damping ratio for the ro-
tating compressor rig environment. The FEM applied global damping ratios for each mode
were measured experimentally for both the TWE and compressor rig experiments, where
the compressor rig damping ratio is approximately 100 times more than the TWE damping
ratio. No additional aerodynamic loadings were applied to the rig FEM analyses, but could
be included in the future. The as-manufactured FEM response for each blade can be seen
in Fig. 5.8. Fig. 5.8a displays the response for the as-manufactured FEM for the station-
ary TWE simulation with a damping ratio matching measured TWE experiment, where
Fig. 5.8b displays the response for the rotating compressor rig simulation with a damping
ratio matching the measured compressor rig experiment. Note the difference in frequencies
between the stationary and rotating experiments is due to the centrifugal stiffening effect.
The increased damping in the compressor rig makes data post-processing more challenging
since the modal frequencies are blended together, not isolated and well-separated as with
the experimental TWE. The as-manufactured FEM responses for each blade as seen in
Fig. 5.8 is then evaluated for mistuning using the system identification methods discussed
in Section 5.4
5.4 Mistuning Identification Methods
The blade response data from TWE, the compressor rig, and the as-manufactured models
are evaluated for both frequency mistuning and mistuning amplification using three sepa-
rate mistuning identification methods. These three methods consist of the tuned absorber
factor (TAF) metric, isolating individual blades experimentally and analytically to exam-
ine frequency mistuning, and finally using a reduced-order model called FMM ID. Each
of these methods will be used to evaluate the mistuning for each mode and comparisons
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Figure 5.7: PBS R4 Mode Shapes (Tuned:Left, Mistuned:Right)
will be made not only between each mistuning identification method, but also between the
fidelity of the three different test methods (TWE, compressor rig, as-manufactured models)
used to acquire forced response data.
5.4.1 Tuned Absorber Factor
The tuned absorber factor is commonly used within industry as a metric to determine if any
airfoils in a rotor are behaving as a “tuned absorber”. No ROM is needed to determine an
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(a) Stationary TWE FEM with TWE Damping Ratio
(b) Rotating Compressor Rig FEM with Rig Damping Ratio
Figure 5.8: 1st Bend EO4 As-Manufactured FEM Response
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, s = 1, 2, ..., N (5.3)
where Us is a vector of an IBR’s blades leading edge tip displacement at each frequency.
Note that max[Us] is the peak blade response of “Blade s”. Therefore, the TAF for “Blade
s” is simply the peak blade response of that blade divided by the mean of the peak responses
of all the blades. Any blade with a TAF > 1 means that it is responding higher than
the average of the peak responses of all the blades. Blades that have large, outlier TAF
may indicate that blade could be a “tuned absorber” where most of the vibration energy
is confined to that particular blade [44]. An example TAF for this IBR can be found in
Fig. 5.9, where the blades are sorted from largest TAF to smallest left to right. It is evident
that the IBR has potential tuned absorbers occurring in several blades for this particular
mode. The TAF for each mode and for each method will be analyzed and compared to
determine whether TAF is a suitable metric to evaluate a IBR’s amplification.
5.4.2 Isolated Blade Frequencies
The second method to determine the frequency mistuning is based on isolated blade fre-
quencies, which is accomplished by both analytical and experimental means. Analytically
speaking, isolated sector frequencies are accomplished using separate cyclically symmetric
models of each blade sector for PBS R4. Each sector represents the actual geometry for
that blade and the cyclic regions on the disk are constrained. A modal analysis is performed
to determine the natural frequency for the modes of interest for each isolated geometrically
morphed blade sector model, i.e., 20 separate as-manufactured individual blade FEMs. The
frequency deviation for each bladed sector is found by
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where ωj,i corresponds to the jth mode for the ith blade and
−
ωj corresponds to the mean
natural frequency for that mode family. Isolating blades experimentally presents more of a
challenge. Research in the past detuned the system by using additional masses [10]. The
detuning mechanism used in the current study used a series of damping pads between each
blade except the blade of interest as seen in Fig. 5.10. The single isolated blade is excited
using only the electromagnet for that particular blade, and the vibration response for that
blade is measured using a laser scanning vibrometer as was the case during the TWE exper-
iments. Fig. 5.11 shows the individual blade response with the damping pads installed. It
is readily apparent that the approach outlined is able to identify blade alone frequencies of
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this rotor. This isolated blade frequency approach will be used as a benchmark to evaluate
the geometrically mistuned blade sectors to the actual PBS R4. Note that it is not possible
to “isolate” the blades during the compressor rig runs, but the compressor rig blade natural
frequencies as defined by the SWAT analysis will still be compared to both the isolated
blade benchtop experimental tests and as-manufactured FEMs. This is done merely as an
exercise to see how well isolated blade mistuning alone can represent rig/engine conditions.
Figure 5.10: PBS R4 Isolated Blade Ping Testing
5.4.3 FMM ID
The last mistuning identification method investigated is a reduced-order mistuning model
called the Fundamental Mistuning Model Identification (FMM ID) developed by Feiner &
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Figure 5.11: Individual Blade Response Isolated Blade
Griffin[31–33]. The basic form of FMM ID uses inputs of only the tuned system frequen-
cies, but the advanced version of FMM ID requires inputs solely based on experimental (or
analytical) data. Using Advanced FMM ID, the tuned and mistuned forced response results
are predicted with identified parameters and the FMM model. FMM is a very efficient
ROM of mistuning that operates under the assumption of an isolated mode family, thereby
reducing prediction inputs to the tuned system frequencies and frequency deviation of each
blade. Fig. 5.12 displays the nodal diameter map for PBS R4. The three modes of interest
are 1st bend (1B), 2nd bend (2B), and 1st torsion (1T) which are all well-isolated from other
modes, making them all valid candidates for FMM ID. Errors from measurement variation
can be reduced by using blade response data from several system modes from the same
family. Mistuning amplification is predicted using the predicted tuned system frequencies,
sector frequency deviations, EO, and assumed damping ratio. For comparison purposes,
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FMM ID was used to evaluate the mistuning using the response amplitude and phase re-
sults from TWE, the compressor rig, and the different as-manufactured models. To predict
the mistuning amplification, different damping ratios were assumed whether comparisons
were being made between TWE or the compressor rig. Repeatability studies were per-
formed to ensure the inputs from TWE and the compressor rig simulations were providing
consistent FMM ID predictions.
Figure 5.12: Nodal Diameter Map
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5.5 Results
Both the mistuning pattern and the mistuning amplification between TWE, the compressor
rig, and the as-manufactured model is compared using the three mistuning identification
methods identified. The as-manufactured model will be referred to as the geometric mis-
tuned model (GMM) over the course of the comparison. This is accomplished using the
IBR designated as PBS R4 as previously discussed for its first bending mode (EO3 and
EO4 excitation), second bending mode (EO7 excitation), and first torsion mode (EO7 exci-
tation). These mistuning evaluation techniques will be compared to see how they transition
from the analytical domain to the bench and then to the real world environment. The
Pearson correlation coefficient, R, is used as a metric to compare each test method. The
coefficients can range between -1 and 1, where -1 is a perfect negative correlation, 0 is no
correlation, and 1 is a perfect positive correlation between two methods being compared.
5.5.1 Tuned Absorber Factor
Upon completion of experimental and analytical testing, the TAF for each mode and for
each method was calculated according to Eq. 5.3. Three different as-manufactured (GMM)
simulations were used to compare to the TWE experiment and compressor rig tests. The
first GMM model simulates the TWE environment. The other two GMM models simulate
the compressor rig with rotational velocities matching each mode. The global damping (Q)
in the FEM was varied in the rig simulated GMM model. One damping term simulated the
damping measured during TWE testing for each mode denoted as “TWE Q”, where one
damping term simulated the damping measured during the compressor rig testing for each
mode denoted as “RIG Q”. The global damping for the rig model was varied to determine
if the post-processing techniques utilized for the heavier damped system needs refinement.
The description of the different as-manufactured FEMs developed are shown in Table 5.1.
The maximum TAF for each experimental/analytical method as a function of the ex-
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Table 5.1: As-Manufactured (GMM) Simulations
Descriptor Environment Boundary Condition Damping (Q)
GMM TWE TWE Free-Free TWE
GMM RIG (TWE Q) RIG Fixed Hub TWE
GMM RIG (RIG Q) RIG Fixed Hub RIG
cited mode is shown in Fig. 5.13. A variation in the maximum TAF for each method is
visible across each mode analyzed. 1st bend EO3 has a 33% variation, 1st bend EO4 a
40% variation, 2nd bend a 132% variation (18% variation with the TWE outlier removed),
and 1st torsion a 32% variation. The largest discrepancy in TAF occurs in the 2nd bend
mode, where the TWE TAF is substantially greater than the other methods. The calculated
TAF for this mode was consistent over multiple TWE experiments and always occurred
on the same blade. The TAF outlier could be one indication of why TAF may not be the
most suitable predictor of potential blade amplification on IBR’s. TWE, GMM TWE, and
GMM RIG (TWE Q) consistently over predict the TAF of the compressor rig across each
mode. Additionally, the TAF associated with GMM RIG (TWE Q) is larger than the TAF
for GMM RIG (RIG Q) across each mode. Lastly, the TAF GMM RIG (RIG Q) is scattered
about the TAF for the actual rig. This provides an indication the rig global damping GMM
model presents an adequate representation of the rig conditions, where the TWE global
damping GMM models consistently predict an over prediction of the TAF compared to rig.
The potential “tuned absorber” blade does not necessarily translate across the meth-
ods, i.e., the maximum TAF does not occur on the identical blade across the three methods.
To illustrate the discrepancy between the maximum blade responders, Table 5.2 highlights
the maximum TAF for each method as well as the blade at which this TAF occurs. Of the
modes of interest, the average maximum TAF across each method falls between 1.60−1.65.
A typical large TAF occurs in ranges greater than 2.0, so the system being analyzed here
appears to have a moderate level of amplification across the modes of interest. It remains
to be investigated if better correlation between the different methods would be experienced
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with respect to prediction of the “tuned absorber” blade if the same study were to be per-
formed on a system with a greater level of amplification.
Figure 5.13: Maximum TAF Comparison
5.5.2 Frequency Mistuning
The frequency mistuning of the PBS R4 rotor is now investigated using those methods
identified in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. Comparisons will be drawn between the various
methods by examining the sector mistuning as a function of blade number. The Pearson
correlation coefficient (R) is used as a metric to determine the compatibility between the
various experimental and analytical methods.
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Table 5.2: Tuned Absorber Factor Comparisons
1st Bend (EO3) 1st Torsion (EO7)
Method Max TAF Blade Max TAF Blade
TWE 1.86 6 1.73 11
RIG 1.60 16 1.44 3
GMM TWE (TWE Q) 1.69 16 1.80 19
GMM RIG (TWE Q) 1.77 3 1.71 18
GMM RIG (RIG Q) 1.34 9 1.34 6
Isolated Blades
Using the methods to isolate blades both experimentally and analytically using the GMM
cyclic blade FEMs previously discussed, the frequency deviations are compared between
the isolated experiments, the compressor rig, and the as-manufactured models. Fig. 5.14
displays the frequency deviations for each mode and method as a function of blade num-
ber. The correlation coefficient for each mode was calculated with respect to the isolated
experimental (EXP) results. Note that Fig. 5.14 highlights the EO driver for each mode.
The isolated experiments and the isolated FEMs have no EO drivers for this comparison,
and the EO drivers are only taken into account for the non-isolated compressor rig tests.
The 1st bend mode with different engine order excitations is analyzed first, where
Fig. 5.14a and Fig. 5.14b show the frequency deviations for this mode. Note that the EO3
harmonic excitation is from the upstream distortion screen present during the compressor
rig test, and the EO4 harmonic excitation is from the downstream struts in the compressor
rig. The 1st bend EO3 and EO4 frequency deviations show good agreement (R = 0.86) be-
tween the experimental isolated blades and the as-manufactured (GMM) individual blade
sector FEMs. As anticipated, the compressor rig frequency deviations show a weak corre-
lation for both the EO3 and EO4 mode due to system modes participating in the coupled
compressor rig rotor system.
Both the 2nd bend and 1st torsion modes are excited with an EO7 harmonic excitation
that is generated through a combination of aerodynamic drivers and fixed rig components.
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Fig. 5.14c shows the frequency deviations for the 2nd bend mode that shows excellent
agreement (R = 0.91) between the experimental isolated blades and the as-manufactured
(GMM) individual blade sector FEMs. The compressor rig sector mistuning correlation to
the isolated experiment is more comparable with a correlation coefficient of 0.81, imply-
ing less system participation and more blade dominance. Fig. 5.14d display the frequency
deviations for the 1st torsion mode. There exists less correlation (R = 0.66) between the
isolated experimental tests and the isolated FEMs for this mode compared to the other stud-
ied modes. Alternatively, the 1st torsion mode compressor rig sector mistuning correlation
to the isolated experiment is exceptional (R = 0.93), again implying a more blade dominant
mode and less system level influences. Partly bad correlation between EXP/GMM for the
1st torsion mode could potentially be a ramification of the metal disks used to excite the
mode experimentally since the . However, if this were the case then bad correlation would
also be anticipated for EXP/RIG (R = 0.93). Significant frequency deviations can be seen
in Fig. 5.14d on blade 11, on which strain gages are present. The artificial stiffening of the
gages and instrumentation wires in the GMM isolated blade models could have a stronger
effect on the 1st torsion mode more so than the bending modes. Hence, this is the more
likely indication for poor correlation between EXP/RIG.
A complete set of correlation coefficients comparing each method is given in Table 5.3
showing positive correlation between the experiment and as-manufactured sector models
for the 1st and 2nd bending modes and slightly less correlation for the 1st torsion mode. This
provides evidence that the as-manufactured models are doing an adequate job capturing the
physics associated with the rotor during the TWE experiments. Table 5.3 also shows weak
correlation between experimental/rig and rig/GMM for the 1st bend modes with increased
correlation for both the 2nd bend and 1st torsion modes. The true comparison with the
rotating compressor rig sector mistuning will occur with non-isolated blades, but these
comparisons do help provide an indication of the amount of potential system activity for
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(a) 1st Bend (EO3) (b) 1st Bend (EO4)
(c) 2nd Bend (EO7) (d) 1st Torsion (EO7)
Figure 5.14: Isolated Blades Sector Mistuning
each mode.
Non-Isolated Blades
Previously, frequency mistuning investigated only isolated blades and compared isolated
blades on the benchtop experiment to isolated as-manufactured blade FEMs. However, in
an engine and/or a rig the blades are not isolated and are able to interact with one another.
To better compare to this setup, TWE is able to simulate engine order excitation seen in a
rig/engine and the same can be accomplished using high-fidelity, as-manufactured models.
This section analyzes the blade response data collected during TWE testing, compressor
rig testing, and through various as-manufactured models and utilizes FMM ID to calculate
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Table 5.3: Isolated Blades Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Method Comparisons 1B-EO3 1B-EO4 2B-EO7 1T-EO7
EXP GMM 0.86 0.86 0.91 0.66
EXP RIG 0.43 0.30 0.81 0.93
RIG GMM 0.35 0.16 0.84 0.70
the sector mistuning.
The sector mistuning calculated via FMM ID as a function of blade number for each
mode can be seen in Fig. 5.15. The sector mistuning for each mode varies anywhere
between −1.5% to +2.0% as it did with the isolated bladed sector study. As expected,
Fig. 5.15a and Fig. 5.15b show much better agreement between the predicted compres-
sor rig mistuning, TWE, and the various full rotor GMM models compared to the isolated
blades (Fig. 5.14a and Fig. 5.14b). The 1st bend modes do exhibit noticeable sector mis-
tuning variation. However, the overall rig mistuning trend for this mode is successfully
predicted using TWE and various as-manufactured FEMs. Additionally, the rig mistuning
patterns for the 2nd bend (Fig. 5.14c) and 1st torsion (Fig. 5.14d) modes are successfully
predicted using both TWE and various as-manufactured models.
Significant frequency deviations between the GMM and experimental methods are
visible for blade 4 (Fig. 5.14a, Fig. 5.14b) and for blade 11 (Fig. 5.14d). Strain gages are
applied to both of these blades and the artificial stiffening of the instrumentation volumes
in the as-manufactured FEMs could play a factor. Changing the damping of the GMM
model displayed a small shift in the calculated sector mistuning. This can be minimized
by reducing the error associated with defining the inputs into FMM ID. The damping on
the rig is roughly 100 times greater than on the TWE experiment, and this increase in
damping makes it difficult to distinguish between modes. The TWE response spectrum has
very well-isolated modal responses that are easily distinguishable, but the large damping
experienced on the rig makes it more difficult to distinguish between the modes. This is a
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key input into the FMM ID model and refinements in this process when experiencing large
damping will be investigated in future work.
The error associated with each method comparison were found to be random by per-
forming a linear regression model on the actual vs. predicted sector mistuning. An exam-
ple of the randomness associated with the different methods is provided in Fig. 5.16 for
the 2nd bend mode with no clear anomalies present. To provide a more complete compar-
ison between each method, the correlation coefficients comparing each method is given in
Table 5.4. There is excellent agreement between TWE and GMM TWE for the 1st and
2nd bending modes and slightly less correlation for 1st torsion. This reaffirms the physics
associated with the as-manufactured models is capturing the TWE setup adequately. The
weakened correlation for the 1st torsion mode could again be a ramification of strain gages
present on the rotor at the time of optical scanning. There exists a general agreement be-
tween TWE and RIG across each mode with better correlation existing for the 2nd bend
and 1st torsion modes. However, it appears the TWE is potentially lacking some of the
physics occurring in the compressor rig. A basic agreement exists between the RIG and the
as-manufactured FEM models with various damping ratios. Changing the damping ratio
on the GMM RIG model did have an effect on the correlation between each method, i.e.,
the algorithms to identify FMM ID inputs on systems with large damping needs to be fur-
ther refined. The correlation between the GMM RIG models with different damping levels
themselves was excellent with R-values greater than 0.93 for each mode. Integrating aero-
dynamic loads into the as-manufactured model may have the ability to improve the GMM
to RIG correlation. It is evident that both TWE and the as-manufactured models are able to
compare mistuning patterns well to the compressor rig across each mode analyzed.
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(a) 1st Bend (EO3) (b) 1st Bend (EO4)
(c) 2nd Bend (EO7) (d) 1st Torsion (EO7)
Figure 5.15: FMM ID Non-Isolated Blades Sector Mistuning
5.5.3 Force Amplification
The ultimate goal is to predict the forced response amplification due to identified mistuning
patterns. Mistuned response amplification is predicted via FMM ID using the predicted
tuned system frequencies, sector frequency deviations, EO, and assumed damping ratio.
Different damping ratios were used as inputs into FMM ID: one damping term simulated
the damping measured during TWE testing for each mode denoted as “TWE Q” or “TWE
DAMPING”; the other simulated the damping measured during the compressor rig testing
for each mode denoted as “RIG Q” or “RIG DAMPING”. An example of the FMM ID
predicted mistuned response amplification for each test method being analyzed can be seen
in Fig 5.17, which is for the 1st bend mode with an EO4 excitation. Individual blade
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Table 5.4: FMM ID Predicted Sector Mistuning Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Method Comparisons 1B-EO3 1B-EO4 2B-EO7 1T-EO7
TWE GMM TWE 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.74
TWE RIG 0.77 0.76 0.86 0.84
TWE GMM RIG (TWE Q) 0.86 0.93 0.91 0.74
TWE GMM RIG (RIG Q) 0.80 0.89 0.89 0.66
RIG GMM TWE 0.64 0.70 0.85 0.63
RIG GMM RIG (TWE Q) 0.65 0.72 0.84 0.67
RIG GMM RIG (RIG Q) 0.57 0.65 0.77 0.60
GMM RIG (TWE Q) GMM RIG (RIG Q) 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.95
responses in Fig 5.17 are denoted by different colors. The mistuned response amplification
for each method is all calculated relative to the tuned response. It can be seen that for this
mode the response relative to tuned falls below 1.5 for each method.
The maximum mistuning amplification for each experimental/analytical method as
a function of the excited mode can be seen in Fig. 5.18. The methods of TWE, GMM
TWE, and GMM RIG (TWE Q) all assume a damping input into the FMM ID model
that emulates the damping measured during TWE testing for each mode. Alternatively,
the methods of RIG and GMM RIG (RIG Q) assumes a damping input into the FMM ID
model that emulates the damping measured during the compressor rig tests for each mode.
A noticeable variation in the maximum mistuned response amplification for each method
is visible across each mode analyzed. A linear regression model on the actual vs. predicted
mistuning amplification was developed for each method comparison, and the error was
found to be random with no indications of bias in the data.
Regardless of the FMM ID input of damping ratio, the predicted mistuning amplifi-
cation falls below 1.5 with the exception of one case. This is a marginally low predicted
amplification[94], where it is more difficult to predict lower levels of mistuning amplifi-
cation. Therefore, the variation associated with each method could potentially be within
the noise. It would be expected that the predicted mistuning amplification between TWE
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(a) TWE vs. GMM TWE (b) TWE vs. RIG
(c) RIG vs. GMM TWE (d) RIG vs. GMM RIG
Figure 5.16: 2nd Bend Actual vs. Predicted Sector Mistuning (%)
and GMM TWE would be more comparable as these two systems are the only two systems
that actually exhibit “TWE damping levels”, but there is a clear variation for each mode
between the two. Potential contributors for this variation could be the assumed free-free
boundary condition in the as-manufactured GMM TWE model or possibly a variation in
material properties that were different than assumed. Additionally, it would be anticipated
that the predicted amplification between RIG and GMM RIG (RIG Q) would be compara-
ble since these are the only two systems that actually exhibit “RIG damping levels”, and it
can readily be seen that the as-manufactured FEM with assumed rig damping does indeed
compare to the actual RIG amplification very well across each mode. The favorable com-
parison between RIG and GMM RIG (RIG Q) is an indication that the fixed hub boundary
conditions along with the pre-stressed forced response analyses provide a realistic imitation
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(a) TWE (b) RIG
(c) GMM TWE (d) GMM RIG
Figure 5.17: 1st Bend EO4 Predicted Mistuning Amplification
of the actual compressor rig test. Simulating the compressor rig with a TWE damping ratio
via GMM RIG (TWE Q) did not provide a good comparison (with the exception of 2nd
bend) to the actual RIG predicted mistuning amplification. Neither TWE nor GMM TWE
had a positive correlation to the RIG mistuning amplification. TWE conditions cannot sim-
ulate blade untwisting, boundary conditions, additional damping, signal noise, and blade
pressures associated with an actual compressor rig test. FMM ID predictions are capable
of errors as well. There does exist a general agreement between each method despite low
mistuning amplification levels.
However, the maximum responding blade does not necessarily translate across the
methods. To illustrate the discrepancy between the maximum blade responders, Table 5.5
highlights the maximum mistuning amplification for each method as well as the blade
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at which this max amplification occurs. The 1st bend mode has significant variation in
maximum blade responders. This mode does have some disk participation, where one of
FMM ID’s assumption is a blade dominant mode. Significant variation in the maximum
blade responders also exists for both 2nd bend and 1st torsion with respect to TWE and
GMM TWE. Yet, when comparing the maximum responder between RIG and GMM RIG
(RIG Q) for these two modes the predicted maximum responding blade is only a single
blade off. It is important to note that each of these modes have relatively low predicted
mistuning amplification, so the deviation in predicted blades could fall within the noise.
Future work will investigate if better correlation between the different methods would be
experienced with respect to prediction of the max responding blade if the same study were
to be performed on a heavily mistuned system. It is evident that utilizing the discussed as-
manufactured modeling approach of PBS R4 to account for the actual geometric deviations
appears to be a viable option to predict mistuned response amplification, even for systems
that are not heavily mistuned.
Table 5.5: Mistuning Amplification Comparisons
(a) 1st Bend Mode
1st Bend (EO3) 1st Bend (EO4)
Method Max TAF Blade Max TAF Blade
TWE 1.45 10 1.19 12
GMM TWE 1.17 15 1.43 7
RIG 1.32 14 1.33 1
GMM RIG (RIG Q) 1.30 19 1.39 16
GMM RIG (TWE Q) 0.95 16 1.16 18
(b) 2nd Bend & 1st Torsion Modes
2nd Bend (EO7) 1st Torsion (EO7)
Method Max TAF Blade Max TAF Blade
TWE 1.09 4 1.13 17
GMM TWE 1.47 12 1.65 19
RIG 1.28 7 1.28 5
GMM RIG (RIG Q) 1.28 6 1.22 6
GMM RIG (TWE Q) 1.31 11 1.05 19
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Figure 5.18: Maximum Mistuning Amplification Comparison
5.6 Conclusions
A comprehensive mistuning evaluation was conducted for a 20 bladed IBR. Three separate
modes were evaluated: 1st bend with both an EO3 and EO4 excitation, 2nd bend with an
EO7 excitation, and 1st torsion with an EO7 excitation. The modes were excited using
three different test methods: a benchtop traveling wave excitation, a rotating compressor
rig with inlet distortion, and using geometrically mistuned FEM as-manufactured models.
Mistuning was evaluated using three separate methods: tuned absorber factor (TAF), iso-
lated blades to generate mistuning patterns, and using a reduced-order model called FMM
ID.
The commonly referred industry mistuning term “tuned absorber factor” (TAF) showed
variability between TWE, RIG, and the as-manufactured GMM models providing indica-
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tions that TAF may not be the most suitable approach for predictions of potential blade
amplifications on IBRs. However, it was found that TWE, GMM TWE, and GMM RIG
(TWE Q) consistently over predicted the TAF compared to the rig where the GMM RIG
(RIG Q) as-manufactured models appeared to provide an adequate representation of the
compressor rig conditions when analyzing TAF.
Isolating individual blades both experimentally and analytically displayed a positive
frequency mistuning correlation between TWE and the as-manufactured cyclically sym-
metric blade GMM models for 1st and 2nd bend with slightly less correlation to 1st torsion.
The potential factor influencing the 1st torsion comparisons could be a ramification of strain
gages being present on the IBR at the time of optical scanning. Basic agreement across each
isolated mode family does provide confidence that the as-manufactured models are capable
of representing full experimental setups.
The non-isolated blade responses for TWE, the compressor rig, and the full rotor
GMM models were analyzed using FMM ID to determine that the frequency mistuning
pattern for each mode fell between -1.5% to +2.0%. The general mistuning trend across
each mode of the actual compressor rig was successfully predicted using both TWE and as-
manufactured models. Excellent agreement exists between TWE and the as-manufactured
FEMs for the 1st and 2nd bending modes with slightly less correlation for 1st torsion. There
exists an acceptable agreement in the mistuning prediction between TWE and RIG, but it is
shown TWE is missing some of the physics associated with the rotor in a relevant aerody-
namic environment. Lastly, it is found a basic mistuning agreement exists between the full
as-manufactured GMM models and the compressor rig, but further refinement is needed in
the approaches to separate modes with large damping for input into ROMs. However, there
exists an overall mistuning prediction agreement between TWE, the compressor rig, and
the as-manufactured models.
The predicted frequency deviations and tuned modes were used to predict the mis-
tuned response amplification with additional inputs of engine order excitation and damp-
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ing. Predicted mistuning amplifications for this rotor is less than 1.5 with the exception of
one method for a single mode. This is a relatively low amplification, which makes it more
difficult to predict using current methods. There exists some agreement between the max-
imum mistuned response amplification across all methods (TWE, RIG, and GMM) even
with a relatively low level of mistuning present in this rotor. Moreover, the predicted mis-
tuning amplification for the as-manufactured model simulating the compressor rig(GMM
RIG) with representative rig damping is within 5% of the predicted mistuning amplifica-
tion of the compressor rig for each mode. The corresponding blade at which the maximum
amplification occurred did not necessarily translate across each method, but the maximum
responders between the compressor rig and GMM RIG (RIG Q) were only off by a single
blade for the 2nd bend and 1st torsion modes. Further investigations are needed to couple
each system more accurately to predict rig/engine mistuning amplification responses.
The work herein comparing as-manufactured models to experiments ultimately shows
the importance and the ability to use as-manufactured models to help increase detailed
understanding of aerospace systems and the ability to have increased confidence in these
models to determine how rotors will potentially respond during bench, rig, and engine tests.
It also illustrates the ability to use as-manufactured models to predict both the mistuning
pattern and the mistuning amplification across a broad series of modes.
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Strain Gage Ramifications on Mistuning
in As-Manufactured Models and
Experimental Testing
Blade mounted strain gages are vital during rig and engine development to ensure safe
engine operation. However, they also create a change in dynamics of integrally bladed ro-
tors (IBR). State-of-the-art IBR dynamic response predictions are accomplished using as-
manufactured models (AMM) generated via optical topography measurements and mesh
morphing. Two AMM finite element models (FEMs) are created of a 20 bladed IBR. One
FEM has no strain gages present, and the second FEM includes strain gages on six blades.
Traditionally, strain gages and lead wires are treated as the same material property as the
IBR itself. It will be shown that the inclusion of strain gages in AMMs using this method
changes the IBRs predicted mistuning. An alternative AMM approach is developed that
changes the material properties of the finite elements attributed to the strain gages. The pre-
dicted mistuning for each AMM is accomplished using the Fundamental Mistuning Model
Identification (FMM ID), where the predicted mistuning will be compared to both Traveling
Wave Excitation (TWE) experiments and a rotating, single stage compressor rig. Findings
show mistuning predictions of the non-strain gaged AMM compare far better to the ex-
periments when compared to the inclusion of the strain gages in the AMM. Additionally,
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altering material properties of the strain gages in the AMM improves mistuning prediction
compared to treating the strain gages as the parent IBR material. Therefore, AMM should
be acquired using clean, non-strain gaged rotors or the material properties of strain gaged
elements need to be altered to more accurately model the component.
6.1 Introduction
The digital thread/digital twin paradigm has been a widely covered topic throughout the tur-
bine engine community for the past decade. Industry and government alike are exploring
ways to use these digital networks to make products faster, cheaper, and easier to main-
tain [95]. The digital nature of these models will help to make better informed decisions
throughout an engine’s life cycle. One aspect of these digital twins are digital models of the
individual components. These components consist of fans, compressors, turbines, support
frames, etc. and each component is a vital part to continue successful operation of a turbine
engine. The research conducted in this work uses a digital twin or as-manufactured model
(AMM) of a turbine engine fan.
As-manufactured modeling has been a growing field at the component level for the last
several years. These as-manufactured models are physics-based models used to predict re-
sponses based on optically-scanned geometry [9, 10], which aligns with visions for aircraft
and engine digital twins by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and NASA [92].
As-manufactured models can be used to generate physics-based results directly from a fi-
nite element model. They can be created throughout a component’s life to help track the
health of components that have been in service undergoing degradation from engine wear.
Developing high fidelity as-manufactured models throughout a rotor’s life has the poten-
tial to screen the component during service inspections to detect potential issues such as
mistuning to avoid catastrophic failures due to HCF issues [2, 7, 78, 79]. Further, it has
been shown that accounting for the geometric blade-to-blade variation via as-manufactured
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FEMs illustrates a large variation in sensor response and placement of safety instrumen-
tation, i.e., strain gages and tip timing probes [11, 12]. As-manufactured models have the
potential to be used for higher fidelity sensor placement, more accurate computationally
fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations for turbines and compressors [13, 14], and more accurate
mistuning predictions [96], allowing for better informed engineering decisions throughout
a component’s life.
Confidence in as-manufactured modeling approaches using the finite element method
has continued to grow as more comparative studies have been introduced in literature show-
ing the positive (or negative) correlation that these analytical methods have compared to
real world engine and rig operation. There exist published works comparing reduced order
models (ROMs) to traveling wave excitation (TWE) experiments, spin pits, and compressor
rigs that show the ability to use ROMs to identify mistuning [31, 34, 55, 62, 72–76]. Ad-
ditionally, there has been comparative studies between low-fidelity as-manufactured mod-
els to modal ping testing that showed varying success when comparing mistuning pat-
terns [13, 46, 48, 50, 51]. There have been few comparison studies using high-fidelity
as-manufactured models developed via mesh morphing. Maywald, et al. [10] utilized an
as-manufactured model via mesh morphing to predict the mistuning pattern of an IBR and
successfully compared the results to modal ping testing. Kaszynski, et al. [54] showed
that as-manufactured models are capable of predicting a mistuned response by compar-
ing to TWE experiments. Gillaugh, et al. [96] demonstrated successful sector mistuning
predictions to modal ping testing, TWE experiments, and a compressor rig. However, the
as-manufactured models developed by Gillaugh et al. had strain gages mounted to the rotor
that were treated with the same material properties as the parent rotor itself that potentially
caused poor mistuning comparisons for one of the analyzed modes [96].
Strain gages have been the foundation for real time health monitoring of rig and en-
gine testing in the turbine engine community for decades, but they also have the ability to
cause potential ramifications when developing as-manufactured models. Traditional blade
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mounted strain gages consist of foil strain gages embedded in an epoxy resin for lower
temperatures or embedded in a ceramic cement for higher temperature applications. Tradi-
tional approaches for dealing with strain gages in as-manufactured models treat the strain
gages and their associated lead wires and bonding agent as the exact same material as the
rotor itself, i.e., a titanium rotor would be modeled with titanium strain gages. This clearly
causes an impact on the stiffness and mass of the IBR, thus, affecting the mistuning pre-
dicted using the AMM. This impact is discussed in [96], where the authors’ showed poor
mistuning comparisons between AMM and experiments for a mode that was strongly in-
fluenced by the placement of the strain gages on the rotor. This artifact seems very evident,
but little research has been done to examine the ramifications associated with this.
This chapter is focused on achieving two goals. The first goal is to demonstrate the
negative impact modeling strain gages using the same material properties as the rotor itself
has on mistuning predictions when developing as-manufactured models. The second goal
is to develop an approach to more effectively model strain gages on an IBR by changing the
material properties of the finite elements associated with the strain gages and epoxy resin.
Lastly, an investigation is conducted to determine if the application of strain gages onto a
rotor effect mistuning by using traveling wave excitation experiments pre/post strain gage
application to analyze the rotor’s mistuning.
6.2 Rotor Description
A production like IBR designated PBS (parametric blade study) R4 [90] is used to investi-
gate the strain gage ramifications on a turbine engine fan component. The rotor consists of
20 low-aspect ratio blades with a rough diameter of 17 inches. It has been heavily tested
and studied both aeromechanically and aerodynamically in the Air Force Research Labo-
ratory’s (AFRL) Compressor Aero Research Laboratory (CARL) and the Turbine Engine
Fatigue Facility (TEFF). The rotor is subject to aerodynamic drivers from various inlet dis-
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tortion screens, 31 downstream stators, and 4 downstream struts. The culmination of these
drivers excite three modes during operation: 1st bend, 2nd bend, and 1st torsion [96]. To
monitor the aeromechanic behavior of these modes and to ensure safe test operation, strain
gages are present on six blades (Blades 1, 3, 4, 11, 13, and 14) for a total of 13 strain gages
on the rotor. The strain gage and its associated lead wires are bonded in a soft epoxy resin,
denoted by the yellow strip on Blade 13 in Fig. 6.1. Additionally, the rotor is equipped with
blade tip timing (BTT) on the leading and trailing edge tips of the rotor to record raw tip
deflection of the rotor during operation. The non-intrusive nature of the BTT probes do not
effect the dynamic response of rotors. However, the application of strain gages to rotors
have the potential to change the dynamics of rotors both experimentally and analytically
as in as-manufactured models. To investigate these potential strain gage ramifications a
mixture of experimental and analytical methods will be used to evaluate the mistuning of
this rotor.
6.3 Experimental & Analytical Mistuning Methods
Analyzing the mistuning of rotors requires frequency response functions (FRF) for each in-
dividual blade. The FRFs for this rotor were collected using four methods: modal ping test-
ing, traveling wave excitation, a rotating compressor rig, and using various as-manufactured
FEM forced response analysis results. The mistuned modes and system frequencies of the
FRFs for a particular mode family are inputs into a commonly referenced reduced-order
model (ROM) called the Fundamental Mistuning Model Identification (FMM ID) devel-
oped by Feiner & Griffin [31–33] that creates an analytical model from the experimental
results to evaluate a system’s mistuning. The underlying assumptions associated with FMM
ID require an isolated mode family where the majority of strain energy lies in the rotor blade
(not the disk). The vibratory modes discussed in the work herein are well isolated modes,
making them all valid candidates for FMM ID [96].
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Figure 6.1: PBS R4 Applied Strain Gage
6.3.1 Modal Ping Testing
Modal ping testing is a common method to determine the natural frequencies of compo-
nents. It can be accomplished using a modal impact hammer or shaker, where the fre-
quency response can be collected using various methods such as accelerometers or laser
vibrometers [56, 57]. The drawback with modal ping testing and IBR’s is individual blades
need to be “de-coupled” from the system to determine an individual blade’s natural fre-
quency. Research in the past detuned the system by using additional masses [10], where
the current study uses a series of damping pads between each blade to isolate a single
blade. Each isolated blade is excited using an electromagnet, and the vibration response
is measured using a scanning laser vibrometer to obtain each blade’s natural frequencies.
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As-manufactured models of each bladed-disk sector were then generated and the cyclic
boundaries on each sector were constrained to analytically determine each isolated blade’s
natural frequencies..The blade-to-blade frequency deviation is then calculated to allow for
a direct comparison to the experimental modal testing approach. Details of this setup and
process can be found in Gillaugh, et al. [96]. Modal ping testing develops adequate mistun-
ing predictions, but results could sometimes be contaminated since it is never truly possible
to completely isolate a single blade from an IBR. Therefore, traveling wave excitation ex-
periments provide a means where the system de-coupling is not needed.
6.3.2 Traveling Wave Excitation
Traveling wave excitation is a form of experimental testing that simulates an engine order
environment. Traveling wave systems have been utilized by both industry and academia to
research the mistuning phenomena inherent in turbine engine IBRs [6, 60–62], where addi-
tional research investigated IBR vibrational analysis via contact and contactless excitation
methods [63, 64]. The experimental configuration for this work consists of a stationary
IBR, mounting fixture, electromagnet actuators, and components to control the phasing and
excitation levels of each electromagnet, where a single electromagnet is positioned under
each blade as seen in Fig. 5.3. The rotor being analyzed in this research is non-magnetic,
therefore, small steel disks (t = 0.015”, d = 0.16”) with negligible mass are attached to
the tip of each airfoil on the pressure side within 0.010” of the excitation source, where
any remaining variation is calibrated out. Internal investigations have compared TWE us-
ing both acoustic and magnetic excitation and found almost no changes (<0.1%) in the
extracted blade alone natural frequencies. However, it was found that the natural frequen-
cies of a mode family would shift downward on the order of 0 − 5% for modes with high
mode participation where the steel disks were mounted. This was further verified using
as-manufactured models that included the mass of each steel disk at the tip of each airfoil.
This research is primarily concerned with the blade-to-blade frequency variation within a
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mode family, not between them.
During traveling wave excitation of the IBR, the response of each airfoil leading edge
tip is measured with a scanning laser vibrometer. Traveling wave tests were conducted over
a range of engine orders and the responses were recorded. Fig. 6.2 shows the normalized
individual blade responses, where the high, medium, and low responding blades are high-
lighted with the remaining blade responses in gray scale. The responses recorded during
TWE testing have minimal damping and, thus, the responses have well separated modes.
This enables an ease of input into FMM ID for mistuning prediction, allowing for a robust
means of screening IBRs for mistuning using TWE.
Figure 6.2: 1st Torsion EO7 TWE Response
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6.3.3 Rotating Compressor Rig
Rotating compressor rigs offer the ability to represent the actual environment of IBRs. PBS
R4 is installed in the CARL facility that tests axial flow compressors with speed capability
up to 21,000 rpm. The IBR is heavily instrumented including blade mounted strain gages
and a non-contact measurement system (NSMS) that consists of 24 optical spot probes
(12 leading edge/12 trailing edge). To capture quality modal response data during testing,
slow sweep rates ( 25 rpm/sec) were used to traverse each mode of interest, where multi-
ple sweeps were performed for each mode to assess measurement variance [93, 96]. An
example of blade responses for the 1st torsion mode with an EO7 response can be seen in
Fig. 6.3. The response data is evaluated for mistuning using FMM ID. However, unlike
the TWE data, a large amount of damping is present in the system (100x more than TWE)
due to the addition of the aerodynamic damping component. This large amount of damping
makes it more difficult to distinguish between system modes for each mode family, and this
was taken into account using a method involving nodal decomposition[75].
6.3.4 As-Manufactured Modeling
Traditional As-Manufactured Modeling Approach
Finite element models (FEM) of IBRs allow the simulation of experiments such as TWE
and compressor tests, where as-manufactured FEMs allow the representation of the actual
geometry of the rotor to a high fidelity. These as-manufactured FEMs can be developed
using optical topography measurements and mesh morphing. An optical scan of PBS R4
was conducted using a structured light approach with the capability of producing point
clouds with an accuracy of ±0.0003 inches [9, 47]. This research captured optical scans
of the PBS rotor in two different states: clean rotor without any strain gages and the strain
gaged rotor. A notional tuned finite element model was reverse engineered from the optical
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Figure 6.3: 1st Torsion EO7 Rig NSMS Response
scan of the IBR. This tuned FEM will be used later in the mesh morphing process. The
tuned FEM is then aligned to each point cloud representing the actual geometry of the IBR.
A mesh morphing process is then used to update the notional tuned FEM nodes to match
the tessellated surface data of the point cloud. The details of this process can be found in
the works of Kaszynski et al. [9]. Fig. 6.4 shows the mesh morphing process on the leading
edge tip of PBS R4, displaying the aligned tuned FEM model to the tessellated surface
data of the point cloud (white surface mesh). There is clearly a discrepancy between the
as-manufactured IBR (white surface mesh) and the tuned FEM with deviations between the
two ranging from ± 0.010 inches. Upon completion of the mesh morphing process, an as-
manufactured IBR is developed that is within±0.0003 inches of the tessellated point cloud.
The AMM of PBS R4 consists of 2,279,707 nodes and 504,480 elements composed of 95%
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hexahedral elements with a tetrahedral/pyramidal interface between the blade platform and
the remainder of the disk. A mesh refinement study was performed to ensure the mesh was
sufficiently dense as to not impact the results.
Figure 6.4: Mesh Morphing Process
Additionally, the mesh morphing process allows the capability to assess the accuracy
between multiple IBR rotor scans or multiple FEM meshes. Fig. 6.5a shows PBS R4 with
strain gages applied to the rotor on two blades, where Fig. 6.5b shows an accuracy plot com-
paring two scans of the PBS Rotor 4 with and without strain gages. The scans are nearly
identical (as they should be) except for the location of the strain gages and associated lead
wires and application material. This can be easily distinguished in Fig. 6.5b by denoting
the red and yellow contours, showing a deviation between the scans greater than 0.015
inches in some areas. The geometry associated with these strain gages and instrumentation
wires is embedded in the as-manufactured FEMs, and the material properties associated
with this volume is traditionally treated as the same material as the rotor itself. Therefore,
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artificial stiffening and mass loading could impact the mistuning. The forced response of
the AMM rotor is simulated by applying modal superposition [96]. Multiple forced re-
sponse analyses were conducted using the developed as-manufactured models. The first
analysis simulated the TWE environment with a free-free boundary condition by fixing a
single node on the back face of the rotor bore with a global damping matching the TWE en-
vironment(Fig. 6.6a). The second analysis simulates the rotating compressor rig with fixed
constraints at the hub of the rotor with a rotational velocity matching the mode and EO
driver of interest with a global damping matching the rig environment(Fig. 6.6b). No addi-
tional aerodynamic loadings were applied to the rig FEM analyses. The as-manufactured
FEM responses (Fig. 6.6) for each blade are then evaluated for mistuning using FMM ID.
As-Manufactured Modeling Accounting for Strain Gages
The as-manufactured models previously discussed treat the strain gages, lead wires, and
associated bonding agent as the same material properties as the rotor themselves. A more
accurate approach when developing an as-manufactured model from optical scans with
strain gages is to attempt to alter the finite elements associated with the strain gages to
more accurately match the material properties of the resin and strain gages/lead wires. One
approach to accomplish this is to manually select elements where the user “believes” the
strain gages are present. However, this approach is error-prone and provides inaccurate
predictions. A more accurate method to demonstrate an approach to model strain gages
is to utilize existing scans of the IBR pre and post strain gage application. Utilizing the
accuracy plot in Fig. 6.5b, the nodes/elements above a user specified threshold of deviation
can be selected. This allows the material properties for those selected elements (that match
the actual geometry of the strain gages to an extremely high fidelity) to be optimized to
more closely represent the material properties of the strain gages and bonding resin. M-
bond 610 is the bonding epoxy used to apply the strain gages to the titanium substrate,
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(a) Strain Gaged Rotor
(b) Accuracy Plot Comparing Strain Gaged To Non-Strain Gaged Rotor
Figure 6.5: PBS R4 With Applied Strain Gages
where Fig. 6.7 displays a graphical depiction of the finite element mesh and the selected
elements that encompass the strain gages. Fig. 6.7 depicts the mean cell distance that a cell
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(a) Staionary TWE FEM with TWE Damping Ratio
(b) Rotating Compressor Rig FEM with Rig Damping Ratio
Figure 6.6: 1st Torsion EO7 As-Manufactured FEM Response
needed to be shifted when morphing the finite element mesh between the strain gaged and
non-strain gaged optical scan. These elements above a specified threshold were made into
components to import into a finite element solver where the material properties of these
components were changed from the titanium properties to strain gage properties. A trend
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study was developed to investigate and optimize the parameters to more accurately model
the strain gage instrumentation in the as-manufactured model. Note that the selected el-
ements associated with the strain gages are not solely the instrumentation/epoxy material
associated with the strain gages and more likely are a combination of the strain gage and
titanium material. These optimized material parameters will change depending on mesh
density and element size. The parameters that were investigated were the density and mod-
ulus of the elements as well as the mean cell distance threshold (Fig. 6.7).




6.4.1 Strain Gage Effects on As-Manufactured Models
Strain Gage Effects on Modal Ping Testing
Using the methods to isolate blades both experimentally and analytically using the AMM
cyclic blade FEMs previously discussed, the frequency deviations are compared. Fig. 6.8
displays the frequency deviations for each mode and method as a function of blade number.
The correlation coefficient, R, for each mode was calculated with respect to the isolated
experimental (EXP) results.
The 1st bend frequency deviations (Fig. 6.8a) show good agreement (R = 0.86) be-
tween the experimental isolated blades and the AMM isolated blade models that include
the strain gages treated as the same material as the rotor. However, the correlation improves
(R = 0.94) when the AMM with no strain gages is used. A similar trend occurs for 2nd bend
mode (Fig. 6.8b) where the correlation improves fromR = 0.91 to R = 0.94. A significant
better agreement exists for the 1st torsion mode when removing the strain gages as seen in
Fig. 6.8c. The numerical results are better illustrated in Table 6.1. The effect strain gages
have on individual modes will vary from IBR to IBR. The instrumentation layout associ-
ated with this PBS rotor had a strong impact on the mistuning predictions for the torsional
mode, meaning the instrumentation wires were adhered in such a way as to effect this mode
more so than the bending modes. This is a general finding and other rotors could exhibit
larger discrepancies in mistuning for different modes based on how the strain gages are laid
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Figure 6.8: Modal Ping Testing Sector Mistuning
Strain Gage Effects on TWE
The previous section investigated the effect strain gages had on isolated blades only. How-
ever, to determine strain gage effects on the mistuning of the system, participation between
individual blades/disk needs to be allowed. This section will analyze the effects modeled
strain gages in as-manufactured models have on the mistuning calculated using TWE ex-
periments. Fig. 6.9 displays the sector mistuning calculated via FMM ID using the TWE
response data for three modes. Note the average error across each blade and mode for the
TWE experiments is ±0.13%. Fig. 6.9a and Fig. 6.9b both show an improved AMM cor-
relation to TWE when using the AMM model with no strain gages. Fig. 6.9c shows minor
improvement, but still excellent correlation, where Fig. 6.9d shows the largest improvement
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Table 6.1: Modal Ping Testing Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Method Comparisons 1B 2B 1T
GMM with Strain Gages 0.86 0.91 0.66
GMM without Strain Gages 0.94 0.94 0.91
in correlation. These results depict the same trend as the results in the isolated sector study,
which showed that treating the modeled strain gages as the same material properties as the
parent rotor has a larger effect on the torsional mode compared to the bending modes. Ad-
ditionally, the 1st bend mode is analyzed using two separate engine order excitations (EO3
and EO4), where the EO4 excited mode shows a better correlation than the EO3 mode.
This is because the EO3 excited 1st bend mode falls in a frequency range that excites a
disk mode simultaneously. One of the assumptions with FMM ID is that the majority of
the strain energy lies in the blades. Therefore, a disk mode contaminates the results asso-
ciated with the EO3 mode causing a slightly worsened correlation. However, it is again
shown that utilizing an as-manufactured model without strain gages has a better mistuning
correlation than treating the strain gages as the same material as the parent rotor.
Table 6.2: TWE Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Method Comparisons 1B (EO3) 1B (EO4) 2B (EO7) 1T (EO7)
GMM with Strain Gages 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.74
GMM without Strain Gages 0.90 0.96 0.95 0.84
Strain Gage Effects on Compressor Rig
This section analyzes the blade response data collected during a rotating rig compressor
test and through various as-manufactured models and utilizes FMM ID to calculate the
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(d) 1st Torsion (EO7)
Figure 6.9: TWE Sector Mistuning
gages, which again shows an improved correlation when no strain gages are present on
the as-manufactured model. Note the average error across each blade and mode for the
compressor experiments is ±0.05%. There exists worsened correlation for the 1st bend
mode with an EO3 excitation, which again can be accounted for due to the disk mode
occurring at a similar speed as that which excites this mode. The disk mode is excited
more during the rig testing compared to the TWE testing, causing the correlation between
the as-manufactured models and the rig to be worse. However, the other modes all devel-
oped increased correlation when utilizing the as-manufactured models without strain gages
present. This helps to solidify the basic fact that better mistuning correlation exists when
using AMM models that do not have strain gages present on the blades (as expected). This
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is a very evident finding, but some as-manufactured models may not have the luxury of
optical scans before instrumentation is placed on the rotor. The findings presented in this
work show the potential ramifications strain gages can have on mistuning predictions when
treated as the same material properties as the parent rotor, allowing researchers to gage the
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Figure 6.10: Compressor Rig Sector Mistuning
Strain Gage Effects on As-Manufactured Model, TWE, and Rig Comparisons
This section analyzes the blade response data from the previous sections consisting of as-
manufactured model data, rotating compressor rig, and traveling wave excitation results.
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Table 6.3: Compressor Rig Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Method Comparisons 1B (EO3) 1B (EO4) 2B (EO7) 1T (EO7)
GMM with Strain Gages 0.65 0.72 0.84 0.67
GMM without Strain Gages 0.70 0.86 0.88 0.82
The goal of this section is to show the ability to use benchtop testing and as-manufactured
modeling as functional methods to determine the mistuning of an IBR.
The sector mistuning calculated via FMM ID as a function of blade number for each
mode can be seen in Fig. 6.11. The AMM simulations in these figures refer to the as-
manufactured models that do not have strain gages present on the blades. Fig. 6.11 shows
adequate correlation of predicted mistuning for both TWE and the GMM models. The
correlation between each AMM simulation and the rig are nearly identical for each mode of
interest, which provides confidence in the method developed to extract frequency and mode
shape information for heavily damped systems. The 1st bend mode with an EO 3 excitation
shown in Fig. 6.11a shows a weaker correlation to the rig compared to the other modes due
to the shaft bending mode in the operating range. Results show that both TWE and the
as-manufactured simulations perform an adequate job of mistuning prediction, where the
AMM models even perform substantially better for the 1st bend EO4 mode. Therefore, both
benchtop experiments and as-manufactured models provide accurate means of determining
an IBRs mistuning as experienced during real world operation.
Table 6.4: GMM, TWE, & Rig Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Method Comparisons 1B (EO3) 1B (EO4) 2B (EO7) 1T (EO7)
TWE 0.77 0.76 0.86 0.84
GMM TWE 0.70 0.85 0.85 0.81
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Figure 6.11: GMM, TWE, & Rig Sector Mistuning
6.4.2 Strain Gage Modeling in As-Manufactured Models
It has now been shown that accounting for instrumentation on IBRs when developing as-
manufactured models is important. This section utilizes the process developed in Sec-
tion 3.4.2 to demonstrate an approach to account for strain gage instrumentation in an as-
manufactured model. An initial baseline trend study was performed using a three factor/two
level investigation where the density and modulus were varied between 30% and 90% of the
original titanium properties and the element threshold was varied between 0.0025 inches
and 0.005 inches. This equated to a total of eight as-manufactured models, where the re-
sults of these runs will be discussed by analyzing the 1st torsion mode. This mode had
the weakest correlation both with and without strain gages modeled using as-manufactured
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modeling. The forced response data for this mode for each of the eight cases were processed
with FMM ID to determine the IBR sector mistuning and correlated to the compressor rig
sector mistuning. Results of the baseline investigation found little correlation between both
R/density/element threshold and R/modulus/threshold. Therefore, element threshold using
the chosen levels does not appear to have a strong effect on the modeling of strain gages and
an element threshold of 0.0025 inches was chosen for the remaining modeling. A stronger
correlation (R > 0.90) was found between R/density/modulus. The baseline trend study
portrayed that the density of the strain gaged elements should be reduced while maintain-
ing a modulus representative of the parent rotor. This provides a possible conclusion that
modeling the strain gage instrumentation with the same material properties as the parent
material has a larger effect on the mistuning by inducing increased mass loading as opposed
to stiffness.
Therefore, a revised study was performed (Fig. 6.12) that maintained the modulus of
the parent material while varying the density of the elements associated with the strain
gages from 5% to 100% of the initial parent material density. This culminated with 11
different as-manufactured model FRF’s that were processed with FMM ID to determine
sector mistuning, which was correlated to the sector mistuning measured in the compressor
rig. Fig. 6.12 plots the calculated correlation coefficents for each of these AMM models as a
function of percent density of the original titanium material. A 3rd degree polynomial curve
was fitted to this data and the 95% confidence bounds are shown. Three validation points
were generated by creating AMM models with strain gaged element densities of 46%, 58%,
and 63% density to verify the curve fit was adequate. Results show varying the density of
the elements that are a mixture of strain gage and titanium material properties produces a
maximum correlation of 0.82 for the 1st torsion mode at 60% density, which is a substantial
increase in correlation compared to treating the strain gages as pure titanium (Fig. 6.10d).
This also matches the calculated correlation coefficient for the AMM model with no strain
gages present, which shows the capability to meet or exceed the same correlation by varying
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the material properties of selected elements matching the strain gage locations.
The as-manufactured models developed account only for the geometric deviations.
The material properties of the blades are all assumed to be isotropic. Both the traveling
wave experiments and the rotating compressor rig experiments account for both geomet-
ric irregularities as well as the material property variation in the rotor. Ideally, if the as-
manufactured models were able to perfectly match the boundary conditions of the experi-
ments and if material variation was null, then the sector mistuning between the models and
experiments would be perfectly correlated. Of course, boundary conditions are not always
identical, there is test error/noise, and material property variation that is not accounted for
with these models. By comparing the sector mistuning between the as-manufactured mod-
els, TWE, and the compressor rig, the authors are able to approximate material mistuning,
test error, boundary condition problems, etc.
A drawback of the proposed modeling strategy is that it necessitates an optical scan of
the rotor both before and after strain gage application. Future work is needed to generate
algorithms to select those finite elements associated with the strain gages without the need
for the clean rotor optical scan. Further, although the maximum correlation was seen using
≈ 60% material density properties for this rotor, this will still vary from rotor to rotor
depending on mesh size and strain gage bonding size. However, it has been shown that the
modeling of strain gaged elements can be accounted for using mesh morphing approaches
to more accurately calculate sector mistuning.
6.4.3 Strain Gage Application Effects on Experiments
The mistuning of PBS R4 will now be discussed in a strictly experimental sense by using
TWE experimental results of the rotor performed both before and after strain gages were
applied to the rotor. A total of 13 strain gages were applied to the rotor across 6 blades, and
those strain gages were bonded to the blades with a soft epoxy resin. The rotor consists
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Figure 6.12: As-Manufactured Model with Strain Gage Modeling Trend Study
of 20 blades, hence, the EO drivers range from 0 EO to N/2 or 10 EO, where the nodal
diameter map associated with PBS R4 can be found in Fig. 5.12. Based on the nodal
diameter map, the engine order drivers that are studied in this work are EO1, which occurs
in a small veering region for the 1st torsion mode, and EO9, which occurs on a level region
for each mode. To ensure measurement repeatability, four TWE experiments were done
for each engine order for each strain-gaged/non-strain-gaged rotor. Three modes (1st bend,
2nd bend, 1st torsion) were analyzed to explore the effect the strain gages have on the
experimental mistuning prediction.
Fig. 6.13 shows the sector mistuning for PBS R4 with an EO1 excitation, where
Fig. 6.14 shows the sector mistuning for PBS R4 with an EO9 excitation. The correla-
tion coefficients for these figures are shown in Table 6.5. It is clear to see that the general
mistuning trend for each mode is captured for each mode with excellent correlation for the
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1st and 2nd bend modes with some variability and reduced correlation for the 1st torsion
modes for both engine order excitations. To further investigate these results a linear re-
gression model was developed on the predicted sector mistuning between TWE with strain
gages and TWE without strain gages (Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16). The results show excellent
correlation for both the 1st bend and 2nd bend modes with weaker correlation for the 1st tor-
sion modes. These results align with the as-manufactured modeling results that also showed
weaker correlation for the 1st torsion mode. This provides evidence that even soft epoxy
mounted strain gages have the capability to effect IBR mistuning. The specific configu-
ration of strain gages for this specific rotor does appear to effect the mistuning associated
with the 1st torsion mode. Therefore, strain gage instrumentation should be accounted for
when analyzing rotors during engine development programs and research activities. Fail-
ure to account for the mistuning effect of strain gages during testing has the possibility to
cause failures induced by strain gage application.
Table 6.5: Strain Gaged vs. Non-Strain Gaged IBR Experimental Correlation Coefficients
Correlation Coefficient (R)
Engine Order 1B 2B 1T
EO1 0.94 0.95 0.84
EO9 0.92 0.96 0.88
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter achieved three goals. The first goal demonstrated the negative impact treating
strain gages as the parent rotor material has on mistuning predictions when developing as-
manufactured models. This was accomplished by comparing two as-manufactured finite
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(a) 1st Bend (b) 2nd Bend
(c) 1st Torsion
Figure 6.13: PBS R4 EO1 Sector Mistuning
element models (one with strain gages and one without) to modal ping tests, to traveling
wave excitation experiments, and to a rotating compressor rig experiment. Results show
improved sector mistuning correlations when utilizing as-manufactured models without
strain gages applied. Thus, if strain gages are present on an optical scan used to develop an
as-manufactured model, then they need to be accounted for using modeling approaches as
discussed in the second goal. The second goal developed an approach to more effectively
model strain gages on an IBR by changing the material properties of the elements associ-
ated with the strain gages and epoxy resin. Improved sector mistuning correlation occurred
by varying the density and modulus of elements associated with strain gage instrumenta-
tion where the strain gage elements were selected using mesh morphing algorithms. This
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(a) 1st Bend (b) 2nd Bend
(c) 1st Torsion
Figure 6.14: PBS R4 EO9 Sector Mistuning
demonstrates the ability to account for strain gages in as-manufactured models to more
accurately predict IBR mistuning. The last goal was to show the effect strain gages with
a soft epoxy resin bonding agent applied to a fan stage had on the mistuning predictions
of an IBR. This was accomplished by performing TWE tests on the same IBR pre and
post strain gage application. The latter goal focused on strain gages effects experimentally
rather than analytically. It is found that even soft epoxy mounted strain gages can effect
rotor mistuning for specific modes. This effect will vary from rotor-to-rotor depending on
the instrumentation layout, but should be accounted for during the engine developmental
process. Accomplishing these three goals ultimately show the importance and the ability
to use as-manufactured models to help increase detailed understanding of aerospace sys-
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(a) 1st Bend (b) 2nd Bend
(c) 1st Torsion
Figure 6.15: EO1 TWE with Strain Gages vs. TWE without Strain Gages Predicted Sector
Mistuning
tems and the ability to have increased confidence in these models to determine how rotors
will potentially respond during bench, rig, and engine tests, further enhancing the digital
twin/digital thread paradigm.
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Traditional design approaches assume nominal, tuned geometries when analyzing IBR’s for
turbine engine designs. Failure to account for the actual geometry of components through-
out their lifecycle can lead to costly failures and issues such as HCF. Optical scanning
systems have enabled the development of as-manufactured modeling approaches that offer
designers the ability to capture the actual geometry of components to an extremely high
fidelity. The ease of as-manufactured modeling approaches allows the capability to track
the health of components throughout their lifecycle, allowing a more detailed understand-
ing of the component. However, the turbine engine community lacks comparison studies
validating as-manufactured modeling approaches against experimental methods. The effort
presented in this work completed a comprehensive mistuning comparison of a compressor
using as-manufactured modeling, stationary benchtop experiments, and a rotating compres-
sor facility. Results demonstrated the ability of as-manufactured models to successfully
predict mistuning characteristics of a compressor by analyzing three different vibratory
modes. Additional studies showed that not properly accounting for instrumentation in as-
manufactured models can influence mistuning predictions. An approach was developed in
this work to account for instrumentation in as-manufactured models by changing the ma-
terial properties of the finite elements associated with the instrumentation material. The
developed method improved mistuning correlation significantly compared to traditional
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methods. One drawback of the developed method to account for strain gages is that an op-
tical scan is needed of the rotor both pre/post strain gage application. Additionally, it was
illustrated that as-manufactured models offer the ability to more accurately set strain gage
limits and more accurately place strain gages on responsive blades. A detailed investigation
was presented showing how strain gage limits can vary drastically due to mode shape vari-
ation between blades. An approach was developed to utilize as-manufactured models to
optimally place strain gages on responsive blades. The culmination of this work increases
confidence in as-manufactured modeling approaches and illustrates to the turbine engine
community how powerful accounting for the actual geometry of components can be not
only early in the design phase but also throughout the life of turbine engine components.
7.2 Future Work
The work presented in this effort did not include any aerodynamic effects on mistuning.
Additionally, comparisons between the as-manufactured modeling methods and experi-
mental approaches analyzed only mistuning sector deviations and mistuned amplification
factors, neglecting actual predicted airfoil stresses. Further, the modes studied in this work
were lower order vibratory modes. It would be of interest to study higher order modes as
well. Future areas of work include:
• Aerodynamic effects on mistuning using as-manufactured models
• As-manufactured forced response predictions compared to BTT measurements
• As-manufactured forced response predictions compared to strain gage responses
• Higher-order mode mistuning predictions using as-manufactured modeling.
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